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 ARCADIA IN AMERICA

 ERNEST HATCH WILKINS

 President Emeritus of Oberlin College

 PREFACE

 THIS monograph is concerned mainly with the
 tracing of the extraordinary fortune in America
 of the title of the first famous Renaissance novel.
 It has overtones, however, that may perhaps serve
 to give to some readers a more complete com-
 prehension of some phases of the Renaissance. If
 one could have met in the late sixteenth century
 with a group of well-informed European gentle-
 men and could have put to them the question
 "Which of the many achievements of this century
 do you believe to be the most important?" I sur-
 mise that among the answers given there would
 have been "The continuous exploration of the
 New World." And if one could have asked also
 the question "What art has in your opinion made
 the greatest advance in the course of the century ?"
 I surmise that among the answers given would
 have been "The art of cartography."

 Many persons have helped me in one way or
 another in the course of my work: my gratitude
 goes not only to those whose help is acknowledged
 in apposite footnotes but also to many others,
 especially to members of the staff of the Harvard
 University Library. I owe much, also, to the
 published writings of many scholars-especially to
 those of the late W. F. Ganong, without whose
 several pioneering articles on "Crucial Maps in
 the Early Cartography and Place-Nomenclature
 of the Atlantic Coast of Canada" the present study
 could hardly have been completed.

 A variant form of this study, stressing elements
 that are thought to be of Italian rather than of
 American interest, is to be published in Italy.

 I. THE CLASSIC ARCADIA

 The actual Greek Arcadia was and is a moun-
 tainous region in the centre of the Peloponnesus.1
 Polybius, writing of its inhabitants in his Histories
 (Book IV, Chapters XX and XXI), says that
 they were famed for their virtue, piety, kindness,
 and hospitality; that they paid an extraordinary
 amount of attention to the study and practice of
 music, especially singing; and that they held

 1 On its geography and history see Pauly-Wissowa,
 Real-Encyclopddie der Classischen Altertumswissenschaft,
 s.v. "Arkadia."

 frequent festivals and sacrifices, in which men,
 women, and children participated. He speaks of
 their life as hard and laborious, but does not
 specify their occupations. In his only reference
 to the physical characteristics of Arcadia he speaks
 of the cold and heavy air that hung over most of it.

 There are slight references to Arcadia in Auson-
 ius, Claudian, Horace, Juvenal, Lucretius, Ovid,
 Persius, and doubtless in other Latin poets. Ovid,
 in passages in Books I and II of the Metamor-
 phoses, locates the myths of Syrinx and Callisto in
 Arcadia; but he does little more than tell his
 stories.

 It was Virgil who created the enduring poetic
 concept of Arcadia. In the Tenth Eclogue the
 lovelorn Gallus, visited by Arcadian shepherds
 and divinities, says (11. 31-36, 42-43, and 52-60):

 Yet you will be singing, 0 Arcadians, to your
 hills of this: alone Arcadians are skilled to sing.
 Ah how softly then may my ashes rest, if your pipe
 once may tell of my loves. And would God I had
 been one of you, and yours been the flock I kept
 or the ripe grapes of my vintage ! . . . Here are chill
 springs, here soft meadows, 0 Lycoris: here the
 woodland: here with wasting time I too at thy side
 would waste away. . . . I will be gone . . . resolved
 in the woods, among the wild beasts' dens, to
 embrace endurance, and to cut my loves on the
 tender trees; with their growth you, 0 loves, will
 grow. Meanwhile I will range Maenalus amid the
 rout of Nymphs, or hunt the keen wild boar; no
 rigour of cold shall forbid me to encircle Parthenian
 glades with my hounds. Even now I think I pass
 among rocks and echoing groves, and delight to
 send the Cretan arrow spinning from a Parthian
 bow.2

 Arcadian singing is referred to also in the Fourth,
 Seventh, and Eighth Eclogues.

 No Latin poet other than Virgil, as far as I am
 aware, suggests that Arcadia was beautiful; and
 even Virgil, though his Arcadia is an attractive
 place, does not emphasize its beauty.

 II. THE ARCADIA OF SANNAZZARO

 The first book to bear the title Arcadia, the
 first book to be concerned mainly with Arcadian

 2 From the translation of the Eclogues by J. W.
 Mackail, London, 1889.
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 life, the book that impressed the idea of Arcadia

 vividly and indelibly upon the mind of the Renais-
 sance, was the Arcadia of Jacopo Sannazzaro,
 written chiefly in the years from 1480 to 1485.
 Its hero, a shepherd unfortunate in love, leaves
 Naples for Arcadia, where he finds shepherds
 dwelling in hardy simplicity, and lives for a time
 among them, taking part in their various ac-
 tivities; eventually he returns to Naples, only to
 find that the maiden he loved has died.

 The proem of the novel opens with an arboreal
 simile, which begins thus:

 Sogliono il piu dele uolte glialti & spatiosi alberi
 negli horridi monti dela natura produtti: piu chele
 coltiuate piante: da dotte mani expurgate: negli
 adorni giardini ad riguardanti aggradare.

 The story itself opens with this passage:

 Giace nella sommita di Parthenio non humile
 monte dela pastorale Arcadia un diletteuole piano.
 . . .Oue . . . son forse dodici o quindici alberi: di
 tanto strana & excessiva bellezza: che chiunque li
 vedesse: giudicarebbe che la maestra natura vi si
 fusse con sommo diletto studiata in formarli. Li
 quali alquanto distanti: & in ordine non artificioso
 disposti: con la loro rarita: la naturale bellezza del
 luogo oltra misura annobiliscono.3

 The Arcadia was immensely popular through-
 out the sixteenth century. An incomplete and
 unauthorized edition was published in 1501 and
 reprinted in 1502 and 1504; the first complete and
 authorized edition was published in 1504.4 There-
 after, editions followed swiftly, in 1507, 1512,
 1514 (two editions), 1515, 1516, 1519 (two edi-
 tions), 1520?, 1521, 1522, 1525; and at least
 twenty other editions were published later in the
 century.5

 3 Both passages are quoted from the authorized edition
 of 1504. They may be rendered thus:

 "The tall and wide-spreading trees produced by nature
 in wild mountains most usually give greater pleasure
 to those who behold them than do cultivated plants,
 pruned by skillful hands, in fair gardens...." and

 "On the summit of Parthenius, a not humble moun-
 tain of pastoral Arcadia, there lies a delightful plain
 . . . whereon . . . there are perhaps twelve or fifteen
 trees of such unfamiliar and excessive beauty that any-
 one seeing them would conclude that Mistress Nature
 had striven with the greatest delight to fashion them.
 Being at some distance from each other, and arranged
 in a not artificial order, with their rarity they ennoble
 immeasurably the natural beauty of the place."

 4 Fausto Nicolini, L'arte napoletana del Rinascimento
 e la lettera di P. Summonte a M.A. Michiel, 5-17,
 Naples, 1925.

 aThese statements rest on consultation of the printed
 catalogues of the Bibliotheque Nationale and the British

 In Italy no other novel rivaled the Arcadia in
 importance or influence in the course of the cen-
 tury; and it was soon known and imitated in other
 countries. Two of the most notable imitations
 repeat its name: the Arcadia of Sir Philip Sidney
 and the Arcadia of Lope de Vega, both written
 in the latter part of the century.6

 III. THE VOYAGE AND REPORT OF GIOVANNI
 DA VERRAZZANO 7

 In the spring of 1524 the Florentine Giovanni
 da Verrazzano, who was then in the service of
 Francis I, King of France, explored the Atlantic
 Coast of North America from a point probably in
 what is now North Carolina to what is now
 Maine; and on his return he drew up a report for
 Francis. The official form of this report is not
 known to exist; but an Italian form, certainly
 antecedent to the official form (which would pre-
 sumably have been in French), exists in two dif-
 ferent texts, which may be called respectively the
 original text (of which there are two slightly dif-
 fering varieties) and the revised text. The re-
 vised text is preserved in a single manuscript,
 which almost certainly belonged once to Paolo
 Giovio; it is often referred to (from the name of
 a later owner) as the Cellere manuscript; and it

 Museum, and the Union Catalogue (a card catalogue)
 of the Harvard University Library.

 6 Francesco Torraca, Gl'imitatori stranieri di Jacopo
 Sannazaro, Rome, 1882, reprinted in his Scritti vari rac-
 colti a cura dei discepoli, 109-193, Milan, 1928; and
 Michele Scherillo, in his edition of the Arcadia, ccxxxv-
 cclx, Turin, 1888.

 7The basic study of this voyage and report is that of
 Alessandro Bacchiani, Giovanni da Verrazzano e le sue
 scoperte nell'America settentrionale (1524) secondo
 l'inedito codice sincrono Cellere di Roma, in Societa
 Geografica Italiana, Bollettino, Ser. IV, X, Part II:
 1274-1323, 1909. On pp. 1308-1323 Bacchiani prints
 the entire report, distinguishing the variants of its
 three texts. The passage quoted below appears on pp.
 1313-1314. Bacchiani's study (including the report) is
 translated by E. H. Hall in American Scenic and His-
 toric Preservation Society, Fifteenth Annual Report,
 135-226, 1910. The Morgan MS of the report is repro-
 duced by I. N. P. Stokes in his The iconography of
 Manhattan Island 2: pl. 69-81, New York, 1916; and
 the voyage and report are discussed on pp. 11-17 and
 169-171 of the same volume, and in 4: 14-19, 1922. See
 also H. F. Covington, The discovery of Maryland, or
 Verrazzano's visit to the Eastern Shore, in Maryland
 Hist. Mag. 10: 199-217, 1915; W. F. Ganong, Crucial
 maps in the early cartography and place-nomenclature
 of the Atlantic Coast of Canada (III), in The Royal
 Society of Canada, Proc. and Trans. 3rd ser., 25, Sect.
 II: 169-203; and Jacques Habert, When New York was
 called AngouleAme, New York, 1949.
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 is now in the Pierpont Morgan Library. This
 text, as thus preserved, has insertions and notes
 in Verrazzano's own hand, some of them hard to
 decipher. The most notable difference between
 the original text and the revised text is that
 whereas the original text contains no place names
 the revised text, in its notes, contains twenty
 names given by Verrazzano to regions or various
 natural features along the coast.

 From Verrazzano's report it appears that his
 first landing was made near what is now called
 Cape Fear; and that his second landing (not
 counting an episode in which a single sailor went
 ashore) was made at a point on the Accomack
 peninsula-the peninsula, known also as the East-
 ern Shore, that lies to the east of what is now
 called Chesapeake Bay, and now comprises two
 counties of Virginia, part of Maryland, and Dela-
 ware. It seems probable, on the whole, that the
 landing was made in what is now Worcester
 County, Maryland.8

 The account of this region as contained in the
 original text of the report is in part as follows:

 La terra del sito, bonta et belleza, e come I'altra;
 le selve rare; di vario genere d'alberi piena, ma
 non di tanto odore, per esser piu septentrionale et
 fredda. Vedemmo in quella molte vite da la natura
 prodotte, quali alzando, s'avvoltano a li alberj, come
 ne la Cisalpina Gallia costumano: quali, se dagli
 agricoltori havessino el perfetto ordine di cultura,
 sanza dubio, produrebbono optimi vini, perche piu
 volte il frutto di quelle veggiendo suave et dolce,
 non dal nostro differente. Sono da loro tenute in
 stimatione, imperoche per tutto dove nascono lievano
 1i arbucelli circumstanti a causa il frutto possino
 germinare. Trovamo rose silvestre, viole et lilij
 et molte sorte d'herbe et fiorj odoriferi da nostrj
 differenti. . . Essendo in questa dimorati tre giorni,
 surti a la costa, per la rarita de' porti deliberammo
 partire scorrendo sempre il lito.9

 8 See Covington, 207-211.
 9 That is:
 "The land of this region, as regards its goodness and

 its beauty, is like the other [i.e., like that seen farther
 south]; it is not thickly wooded; it is full of trees of
 various kinds, but they are not so fragrant, since it is
 farther north and colder. Here we saw many vines
 growing wild, which as they shoot up twine around
 the trees, as they do in Northern Italy: these vines, if
 they had skillful care from cultivators, would doubtless
 produce excellent wines, as we found their grapes to be
 sweet and soft, not unlike our own. The vines are
 valued by the natives, since wherever they spring up
 the bushes are cleared away so that they may have a
 chance to develop. We found wild roses, violets and
 lilies and many kinds of herbs and fragrant flowers
 different from ours. ... Having stayed here for three

 After the word lito, Verrazzano in the revised
 text calls for the insertion of a note that begins:
 quale batezamo Archadia per la bellezza de li
 arbori-"which we named Archadia because of
 the beauty of the trees." The page in question is
 reproduced herewith as figure 1, with the kind
 permission of the Pierpont Morgan Library.

 The name Arcadia (spelled this time without
 the h) occurs also in a note, written on the last
 leaf of the manuscript, that begins thus: Ne
 l'Arcadia trovamo un homo, el quale veneva al
 lito per vederce che gente eramo . . . "In Arcadia
 we found a man who came to the shore to see
 what sort of people we were."

 In view of the place held in Italian interest and
 imagination at the time by Sannazzaro's Arcadia,
 and in view of Verrazzano's specific statement that
 he called the region Arcadia "per la belleza de li
 arbori," it is clear that he must have derived the
 name Arcadia from his memory of Sannazzaro's
 romance.

 To all the land that he discovered Verrazzano
 gave the name Francesca, in honor of Francis I.
 Among his other names are Campo di Cedri (for
 a region near the point of his first landing),
 [Isthmo] Verazanio (applied, almost certainly, to
 the string of narrow sand islands running from
 Cape Lookout northward to Cape Henry), Costa
 di Lorenna (a reference to Lorraine), S. Polo (a
 hill), Angoleme (applied to the region around the
 mouth of the Hudson, also in honor of Francis),
 Aloysia (an island-probably Block Island-
 named in honor of Francis' mother, Louise of
 Savoy), Refugio (Newport and the surrounding
 region), and Le III Figlie di Navarra (three is-
 lands off the coast of Maine).

 Verrazzano must have prepared a map of some
 sort for submission with his report, and copies of
 that map were doubtless made. Neither that map
 itself nor any copy of it is known to exist; 10 but

 days and gone out to the coast, we decided, because of
 the scarcity of good harbors, to set sail, holding close
 to the shore."

 10Two passages in Hakluyt refer ostensibly to a
 map made by Verrazzano. In his preface to the Divers
 Voyages Hakluyt writes: "Secondly that Master John
 Verarzanus, which had been thrise on that coast, in
 an olde excellent mappe which he gave to Henrie the
 eight, and is yet in the custodie of master Locke, doth
 so lay it out, as it is to be seene in the mappe annexed
 to the end of this booke, being made according to
 Verarzanus plat"; and in his Discourse on Western
 Planting: "Tenthly there is a mightie large olde mappe
 in parchemente made as yt should seme by Verarsanus,
 traced all along the coaste from fflorida to Cape Briton
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 the two maps that are next to be considered can-
 not possibly have been based, for the outline and
 nomenclature of the region explored by Verraz-
 zano, on anything but a map made by him (or on
 a copy or copies of it). From these two maps
 also it appears that Verrazzano's lost map con-
 tained many more than the twenty names that
 occur in the revised form of his report; also that
 some of the names that appeared on his map (or
 on a copy or copies of it) were difficult to de-
 cipher. Presumably sonme of the names were in
 French forms-especially those reflecting French
 place names or honoring French persons. Pre-
 sumably, also, the map covered only the portion
 of the coast that had been explored by Verrazzano.

 IV. EARLY VERRAZZANIAN MAPS 11

 In 1527 the Genoese cartographer Vesconte de
 Maggiolo made a map of the world which in its
 appropriate portion reflects the discoveries of Ver-
 razzano.12 For the coast explored by Verrazzano
 Maggiolo has a coast line which, though inac-
 curate, is clearly not imaginary, and can therefore
 have been based only on Verrazzano's map; and
 for the whole region concerned Maggiolo has
 nearly fifty names, all or most of which were cer-
 tainly or presumably derived from Verrazzano's
 map. Fourteen (including Francesca for the
 whole region) are names that appear in Verraz-
 zano's report; and the names that appear on
 Maggiolo's map but not in Verrazzano's report
 are of the same types as the names that do appear
 in that report. Some of them honor French per-

 wth many Italian names" (The original writings & cor-
 respondence of the two Richard Hakluyts, ed. by E. G.
 R. Taylor 1: 177 and 2: 287, London, 1935). But the
 map "annexed to the end of" the first edition of the
 Divers voyages (1582) shows no trace of Verrazzano's
 nomenclature.

 '- I am very greatly indebted to Mrs. Kirk Bryan, in
 charge of the Map Room in the Harvard University
 Library, for her most cooperative helpfulness in all
 matters relating to the many maps that I have found it
 necessary to examine during the preparation of this
 monograph.

 12 Reproduced by E. L. Stevenson in his Maps illus-
 trating early discovery and exploration in America,
 1502-1530, No. 10, New Brunswick (New Jersey), 1903,
 and discussed briefly in Stevenson's Text and key maps
 (1906), published to accompany his collection. Repro-
 duced in part by Stokes, 2: pl. 12, and discussed briefly
 on p. 13. Reproduced in part by Ganong, fig. 34, and
 discussed on pp. 174-194. On Maggiolo see M. A. P.
 d'Avezac, Atlas hydrographique de 1511 du Genois
 Vesconte de Maggiolo, in Annales des voyages de la
 geographie de l'histoire et de l'archeologie, 20-32, July,
 1870.

 sonages or recall French place names, and others
 recall Italian place names (among them are the
 specifically Florentine lorto de rucelay [L'Orto de'
 Rucellai], Saminito [San Miniato], S. Gallo, and
 Caregi).

 The name Arcadia is one of the six names that
 appear in Verrazzano's report but do not appear
 on Maggiolo's map. His omission of these names
 was presumably due, in some cases, at least, to
 difficulty in deciphering names written by Verraz-
 zano himself or by a copyist. Some of the names
 that appear in Verrazzano's report appear on
 Maggiolo's map in distorted forms: Cedri as serui,
 Lorenna as lauroreno, S. Polo as poll, and Le III
 Figlie di Navarra as Figole de nauarin. Certain
 other names in Maggiolo's map seem to reflect an
 unsuccessful attempt at decipherment, such as pla
 de calm-i, firloi, la scarides, carpoes, quoachi, and
 Gibercas.

 In 1529 Verrazzano's brother Gerolamo made
 a map of the world which in its appropriate por-
 tion reflects the discoveries of Giovanni.13 For
 the region with which we are concerned Gerolamo
 has more names than Maggiolo: his names include
 three of the six names-but not the name Arcadia
 -that appear in Giovanni's report but not onl

 Maggiolo's map; 14 most but not all of Maggiolo's
 names; and several additional names.15 Some of

 13 Reproduced by Stevenson, Maps . . ., No. 12, and
 discussed briefly in his Text and key maps. Reproduced
 in part by Stokes, 2: pl. 13, and discussed briefly on p.
 13. Reproduced in part by Ganong, fig. 35, and dis-
 cussed on pp. 174-194. Reproduced by Roberto Almagia
 in Monurnenta cartographica vaticana 1: pls. xxix-xxvi,
 Citta del Vaticano, 1944, and discussed on pp. 53-55.

 14 Ganong (pp. 81 and 203) suggests that the name
 lamacra, which appears on Gerolamo's map but not on
 Maggiolo's, may be a distortion of larcadia. This sug-
 gestion, however, is not valid: there is a small but well-
 known river in Tuscany called La Macra.

 15 To the entire region, called Francesca by Giovanni
 and by Maggiolo, Gerolamo gives three names: his main
 inscription reads Nova Gallia sive Ivcatanet, and an
 added note reads: Verrazana siue noua gallia quale
 discopri 5 anni fa giouanni da verrazano fiorentino per
 ordine et comandamento del Chrystianissimo Re di
 francia-"Verrazana or New Gaul which Giovanni da
 Verrazano of Florence discovered five years ago by
 the order and command of the Most Christian King
 of France." Gerolamo seems to have been determined
 to get the largest possible number of names onto his
 map, and to have made up his addenda in various ways-
 partly by new inventions, and partly by using a single
 name twice, or even thrice, at different points; see
 Ganong, pp. 190-191. The same tendency toward a
 multiplication of names appears in the work of some
 other early cartographers dealing with little-known
 regions.
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 Gerolamo's additional names are of the same types
 as those that appear in Giovanni's report (among
 them the specifically Florentine m. morello).
 Some of the names that appear on both maps and
 some of Gerolamo's additional names appear to
 reflect a difficulty in decipherment.

 Among other maps that are datable before 1548
 there are a few that are clearly influenced, directly
 or indirectly, by Giovanni's map or by one of the
 two maps just considered; but no one of these
 maps shows more than a very few names for the
 region with which we are concerned, and no one
 of them shows the name Arcadia."6

 16 See Stokes, 2: 16-17 and pl. 17; Ganong, 194-200;
 Habert, 95-96; and Marcel Destombes, Nautical charts
 attributed to Verrazzano (1525-1528), in Imago mundi
 11: 57-66, 1954. The lower half of Ganong's p. 197 and
 the upper part of his p. 198 are erroneous in some respects.

 After this point, when the name Verrazzano is used
 without a forename it refers always to Giovanni da
 Verrazzano.

 V. GASTALDI'S TIERRA NUEVA

 The first New World map to show the name
 Arcadia, reproduced herewith as figure 2, is one
 of the sixty two-page maps made by Giacomo
 Gastaldi, the most eminent Italian cartographer of
 the sixteenth century,17 for the first edition of the
 first Italian translation of the Geografia of Ptolemy,
 published in Venice in 1548.18

 17 On Gastaldi see three works by Stefano Grande:
 Notizie sullac vita e sulle opere di Giacomo Gastaldi,
 Turin, 1902; Le carte d'America di Giacomo Gastaldi,
 Turin, 1905; and Le relazioni geografiche fra P.
 Bembo, G. Fracastoro, G. B. Ramusio, G. Gastaldi, in
 Societ'a Geografica Italiana, Memorie 12: 93-197, 1905.

 18 The title page bears the date 1548. The publisher
 was Giovan Battista Pedrezano. The book opens with
 a dedicatory letter by Gastaldi (addressed to Leone
 Strozzi), dated 2 January 1548, and continues with
 an unsigned address "A li lettori." The first of the two
 main parts of the book contains the translation, followed
 by a colophon, on p. 216r, in which the date of printing
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 10 ERNEST HATCH WILKINS [PROC. AMER. PHIL. SOC.

 Gastaldi's Tierra Nueva, the third of five maps
 devoted to the New World, is located between pp.
 56 and 57, and his statement about it appears on
 p. 56r.19

 The name Larcadia (the L is of course the
 definite article) is applied to a region correspond-
 ing to that to which it had been applied by Ver-
 razzano in his report. For the rest of the coast
 that had been explored by him six names appear:
 Angoulesme, Flora, le paradis, Brisa (a deforma-
 tion of Aloysia or Luisa), po: Real, and po: Refuge.
 Four of these seven names, in the forms Archadia
 (or Arcadia), Angoleme, Aloysia, and Refugio
 occur in Verrazzano's report; six of them, An-
 guileme, Flora, el paladiso, luisa, p. reale, and
 Refugio, appear on the Maggiolo map; and three
 of them, angolemme, Luisa, and refugio, appear
 on the map of Gerolamo da Verrazzano. In
 Gastaldi's map the names Angoulesme, le paradis,
 Real, and Refuge, are definitely French in form.
 His po: Refuge (Newport and the surrounding
 region) is directly adjacent to his Tierra de los
 broton, which is itself the point of mainland near-
 est to c. breton.

 Gastaldi does not at any point indicate the
 source or sources upon which he based this map.
 It is certain that the portion of the map contain-
 ing the seven names that have just been quoted
 must have been derived directly or indirectly from

 is given as October 1547. The second main part con-
 tains Gastaldi's maps, each of which is preceded (and,
 if necessary, followed) by a leaf bearing a brief state-
 ment about the map in question: these leaves are
 numbered from 1 to 60. The book concludes with a
 64-leaf index.

 19 Gastaldi explains the name Tierra del Bacalaos (a
 name that occurs on many other early maps) by saying
 that the shores of this region were discovered by Breton
 fishermen, who there catch cod, and therefore call the
 whole region "the Land of the Cod." The name Ntrum-
 berg, which Gastaldi does not discuss, had first appeared
 on the map of Gerolamo da Verrazzano in the form
 Oranbega, inserted not as a regional name but as a local
 name in a series of crowded names applied, apparently
 arbitrarily, to a coast corresponding roughly to the coast
 of Maine (it may be that Gerolamo's form Oranbega
 was due to an entry on Giovanni's map that Gerolamo
 could not decipher). In other sixteenth-century maps
 it appears in several different forms (including the form
 Norumbega), and is applied to different regions. While
 the origin of the name remains uncertain, it seems
 probable that it was actually a name used by the Indians
 who lived in the vicinity of Narragansett Bay. It is to
 be noted, in this connection, that Verrazzano spent two
 weeks in the Narragansett Bay region, and that there
 and there only he had extensive friendly contacts with
 the Indians. For a discussion of the name and its
 applications see Ganong, 199-202.

 Verrazzano-that is, from some form or copy of
 his report, or from his lost map or a copy of it.
 Negatively, it cannot have been derived from the
 extant revised form of the report, since that form
 lacks names corresponding to Flora, le paradis,
 and po: Real; and it cannot have been derived
 from either the Maggiolo map or the map of
 Gerolamo da Verrazzano, since both those maps
 lack the name Arcadia and show an extensive
 coast line and many place names to the east and
 north of Refugio before reaching a point cor-
 responding to Gastaldi's Tierra de los broton.
 Positively, it is certain, from the French name-
 forms concerned, that the source from which
 Gastaldi derived the seven names in question came
 from France; it may have been a French form or
 forms of Verrazzano's report or of his lost map
 or both, or a French derivative or derivatives of
 that report or that map or both.20

 Gastaldi's map as a whole is obviously derived,
 directly or indirectly, from two different and in-
 congruous sources, one for the coastal region of
 its western half, and one for its eastern half plus
 the name Tierra del Bacalaos. The juxtaposition
 gives the impression that the entire region de-
 picted to the west of Tierra de los broton is ad-
 jacent to the eastern point of the mainland; and
 this impression is strengthened by the fact that the
 seven Verrazzanian names all fall below the gen-
 eral heading Tierra del Bacalaos, which is neces-
 sarily associated with the easternmost coast. Such
 an impression, as will appear below, in Section
 VII, certainly prevailed among several later car-
 tographers who were influenced directly or in-
 directly by Gastaldi's map.

 Whatever the origin of Gastaldi's source mate-
 rial, it is highly probable that it reached him
 through Ramusio, with whom he was intimately
 associated as early as 1546; 21 and it is quite pos-
 sible that Ramusio himself had received it from
 Fracastoro, who was intensely interested in the
 exploration of the New World, and had gathered
 material relating to it.22

 20 The names Larcadia, Flora, and Brisa may well
 have been retained in Italian forms even in a French
 report or map. They are proper names, unlike le paradis
 and Refuge; and they are not French place names, like
 Angoulesme.

 21 Grande, Le carte d'America, 71, and Le relazioni
 geografiche, 187-188. On Ramusio see G. B. Parks,
 The contents and sources of Ramusio's Navigationi, in
 New York Public Library, Bulletin 59: 279-313, 1955,
 and Ramusio's literary history, in Studies in Philology
 52: 127-148, 1955.

 22 See the introductory discourse, addressed to Fracas-
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 The maps made by Gastaldi for the Ptolemy of
 1548 were imitated, on a larger scale but with
 no substantial alteration, for the first edition of a
 new Italian translation of the Geography by
 Girolamo Ruscelli, published in 1561; and the
 maps of that edition reappear, with no substantial
 alteration, in an edition of the Latin text pub-
 lished in 1562 and in editions of Ruscelli's transla-
 tion published in 1564 and in 1574. The name
 Larcadia accordingly appears, in its original posi-
 tion, on the Tierra Nueva maps in these four edi-
 tions.22a

 Gastaldi's Tierrca Nueva was clearly the source
 of the corresponding portion of a map made about
 1560 by an unknown Italian mapmaker (it was
 formerly attributed to Battista Agnese), on which
 the name arcadia appears in the same position as
 in Gastaldi's map and is followed, to the east, by
 the names Angoulesme, paradis, Brisa, po. Real,
 po. del refuge, and C. Breton (Gastaldi's Flora is
 omitted), with the name Terra de Nurumbega
 appearing inland and to the northwest of the
 names po. del refuge and C. Breton.23

 VI. THE VOYAGE OF ESTEVAN GOMEZ AND
 MAPS BASED THEREON

 In 1525-the year after that in which Verraz-
 zano had made his voyage-Estevan Gomez, in
 the service of Spain, explored the portion of our
 coast that lies between Nantucket Island and the
 southern shore of New Brunswick; and to vari-
 ous natural features in this region he in his turn
 gave names. Neither his report nor any accom-
 panying map is extant; but several maps were
 soon made which, for the region concerned, were
 based directly upon his data. Among the names

 toro and dated 20 June 1553, in Ramusio's Terzo volume
 delle Nautigationi et viaggi nel quale si contengono le
 Nautigationi al Mondo Nuouo, f. 5v, Venice, 1556.

 22a See H. N. Stevens, Ptolemy's geography: a brief
 account of all the printed editions down to 1730, London,
 1908, and Angela Codazzi, Le edizioni quattrocentesche
 e cinquecentesche della "Geografia" di Tolomeo, Milan,
 1950. The Tierra Nueva map and the maps most closely
 associated with it are replaced, in Latin editions of 1596,
 1597, and 1608, and in Italian editions of 1598 and 1621,
 by a new general map of North and South America on
 which the name Arcadia does not appear. I have ex-
 amined, in the Harvard University Library, copies of
 all the editions of Ptolemy referred to in this study.

 23 Reproduced in Konrad Kretschmer, Die Entdeckung
 Amerika's in ihrer Bedeutung fur die Geschichte des
 Weltbildes, Atlas, pl. XXIII, Berlin, 1892, and in Stokes,
 2: pl. 17. For a discussioh of the authorship of this
 map see H. R. Wagner, The manuscript atlases of
 Battista Agnese, in The Bibliographical Society of
 America, Papers 25: 42-45, 1931.

 that appear (in slightly varying forms) upon
 these maps are C. de Santiago (Cape Cod), b: de
 s. cristoual (Massachusetts Bay), b: de s. antonio
 (Boston Harbor), R. de buena madre (the Mer-
 rimac), Rio seco (perhaps the Saco), montanas
 (which presumably reflects a distant view of the

 White Mountains), Rio de las gamas (the Penob-
 scot), golfo (probably Frenchman's Bay), and R:
 de la buelta (the St. John).24

 Among the later maps based upon data derived
 from Gomez is one by Nicolaus de Nicolay, of the
 Dauphine, an Italian form of which, entitled
 Navigationi del mondo novo, was issued in Venice
 in 1560.25 The nomenclature of this map for the
 region concerned is derived from the Gomez
 nomenclature, except that Cape Cod is called C. de
 S. Maria and that the regional name Tiera de
 Bacalaos appears at the top of the map: these two
 names had appeared on Gastaldi's Tierra Nueva,
 on which, however, the name c: de s. maia had
 appeared at a point south of his Larcadia. The
 name Tiera de los Bretons appears-as on some
 of the earlier maps based upon data derived from
 Gomez-as a regional name below the name Tiera
 de Bacalaos.

 VII. THE NAME ARCADIA MOVES
 NORTHWARD

 On six maps that are certainly or probably of
 the third quarter of the century the name Arcadia
 appears as a regional name for southern portions
 of Maine and of the mainland to the east. These
 maps do not account for Nova Scotia; their coast
 line to the east of Maine shows various pro-
 montories, but no great peninsula.

 Between 1560 and 1565, probably, the Venetian
 Ferrando Bertelli, who (on a later map) calls
 himself a libraro (that is, a bookseller and pub-
 lisher), issued the map of the Atlantic Ocean and
 its surrounding lands which is reproduced here-
 with as figure 3.26 On this map the name Lar-
 cadia appears as a regional name below the name
 Nueva Francia.

 24 This paragraph is based entirely on Ganong (IV),
 in Proceedings . . . 26, Sect. II: 125-179, 1932.

 25 Reproduced in Nordenskiold, Periplus, an Essay on
 the Early History of Charts and Sailing-Directions,
 trans. from the Swedish by F. A. Bather, pl. XXVII,
 and discussed on p. 72, Stockholm, 1897.

 26 From an original copy in the Harvard University
 Library. This map is reproduced in Remarkable maps
 of the XV", XVI"t1 and XVII"t centuries, Portfolio I,
 ed. by C. H. Coote, No. 10, and discussed briefly on
 pp. i-ii, Amsterdam, 1894. It is reproduced also in
 Nordenskiold, Periplus, 183, and discussed on pp. 72-73.
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 The general source of this map, as both Coote
 and Nordenski6ld point out, is the map of Nicolaus
 de Nicolay. Retaining in general the nomen-
 clature of that map for the region concerned,

 Bertelli varies from it in a few minor respects,
 in the substitution of the regional name Nueva
 Francia for the regional name Tiera de Bacalaos,
 and in the substitution of Larcadia, as a regional
 name, for the regional name Tiera de los Bretons.

 The northward transfer of the name Larcadia
 on this and the other maps concerned is clearly
 due to the impression given by Gastaldi's map-

 as noted above, in Section V-that the entire
 region depicted on that map to the west of Tierra
 de los broton is adjacent to the eastern point of
 the mainland, an impression strengthened by the
 fact that on that map Larcadia and its other Ver-
 razzanian names all fall below the general head-
 ing Tierra del Bacalaos.27

 27This explanation repeats that of Ganong, who says
 in his "The Origin of the Place-names Arcadia and
 Norumbega," in Proceedings . . . 11, Sect. II: 106, 1917:

 "Gastaldi's map is a map of Tierra Nueva, practically
 New France, and it has Larcadia near its western part,

 Bertelli, in particular, may well have noted that
 in Gastaldi's map Larcadia appears as a regional
 name next to the north but well to the north of
 C: de s. maia; and the fact that on the map of
 Nicolaus C. de s. maria appears at a point well to
 the north of the point at which it appears on
 Gastaldi's map may have led Bertelli to place it
 well to the north of his C. de S. Maria as the first
 regional name north of that cape.

 The name Larcadia appears as a regional name
 in the same position, and below the name Nueva
 Franza, on a map engraved by Paolo Forlani
 entitled Universale descrittione di tutta la terra
 conosciuta fin qui, issued by Bertelli in 1565.28

 while it happens that the entire topography is so greatly
 condensed from Larcadia to Cape Breton as to make
 that region seem like the coast of Nova Scotia. Indeed,
 so competent and careful a student as Kohl, in his well-
 known work on the early cartography of Maine, took
 the Angoulesme of a nearly identical map by Gastaldi
 to represent Passamaquoddy Bay, in which case Lar-
 cadia would have fallen in eastern Maine."

 28 Reproduced in Remarkable maps, Portfolio IV,
 1897, and discussed by Giuseppe Caraci in his Tabulae
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 VOL. 101, NO. 1, 19571 ARCADIA IN AMERICA 13

 It appears as a regional name in the same position,
 and below the name Nova Francia, on an undated
 and not closely datable map by Fernandez Simao.29
 It appears as a regional name to the right of the
 name Nova Franza on three other maps: a map
 by Bolognino Zaltieri entitled II disegno del dis-
 coperto della nova Franza, printed in Venice in

 geographicae vetustiores in Italia adservatae 1: 6-10,
 Florence, 1926.

 29 Reproduced in Ganong, Crucial maps (VII), in
 Proceedings . . . 29: fig. 106, 1935, and discussed on pp.
 122-123. See however Armando Cortesao, Cartografia
 e cortografos portugueses dos setculos XV e XVI, II
 (Lisbon, 1935), 264. Simao can hardly have been the
 pioneer in the northward transfer of the name Larcadia,
 since his map shows none of the other Verrazzanian
 names concerned. On this map a representation of the
 St. Lawrence intervenes between the names Nova
 Francia and Larcadia, and the name Larcadia is followed
 by the letters Pro (an abbreviation for Provincia).

 1566; 30 on a globe of 1570 (the name in this case
 is Arcadia, without the L) made by Francesco
 Basso; ," and on a map entitled Mondo nuovo
 printed by Thomaso Porcacchi in his L'isole piu
 famose del mondo, published in Venice in 1572.32

 VIII. THE NAME ARCADIA APPLIED TO
 NOVA SCOTIA

 There is reproduced herewith, as figure 4, an
 anonymous and undated map, published about

 30 Reproduced in Kretschmer, pl. XIX. This map is
 preserved in the Lafreri Atlas, on which see Norden-
 ski6ld, Periplus, 118-122. On this map and on the
 Porcacchi map the name Larcadia appears below the
 regional name Canada Pro.

 31Reproduced in part in Kretschmer, pl. XXIX, and
 discussed on p. 436. On this map the name Terra
 Anorumbega intervenes between the names Nova Franza
 and Larcadia.

 32 p. 101.

 . .__ . .
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 FIG. 4. An anonymous map of about 1585.
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 1585 though probably made somewhat earlier,
 which is the first map on which Nova Scotia ap-
 pears in anything like its true peninsular form, and
 the first map on which the name Arcadia is ap-
 plied specifically to Nova Scotia. It is one of
 nine sheets that together make up a large map of
 North and South America.33 It has been thought
 that this map influenced the map by Forlani men-
 tioned in the preceding Section, and on that
 ground this map has been dated as prior to 1574.
 This, however, is by no means certain: it seems
 to me equally possible that this map may have
 been influenced by the Forlani map, and that it
 may therefore have been made after 1574 and at
 a time somewhat closer to its publication about
 1585.

 IX. THEVET'S ARCADIE

 The French form Arcadie makes its first ap-
 pearance, as used with reference to the region
 concerned, in Andre Thevet's La Cosmographie
 Universelle, published in Paris in 1575. In Book
 XXIII, Chapter III, a chapter entitled De la terre
 de Canada & Baccaleos & de plusieurs riuieres de
 la coste de Norombegue, Thevet writes:

 Entrant en mer du coste du Nord, bien deux cens
 lieues, les Isles qui l'auoisinent, sont en si grand
 nombre que rien plus, & fort grandes, soit dans le
 goulphe, qui est entre l'Arcadie & le Promontoire dit
 & nomme par moi Angoulesme, a cause du lieu de ma
 naissance, ou celles qui sont pres de Flora et de
 Paradis, ou celles qui sont enfermees dans le port
 de refuge, ou qui puis apres s'estendent le long de
 l'Ocean.

 and again, in Chapter V, after speaking of the
 perilous rocks in the region of Terre-neufve:

 il vous fault faire plus de trois cens lieues, pour
 euiter ce peril, & contourner toute ceste ceinture,
 soit prenant la volte du Nord par le coste de
 Labrador, ou la route de l'Ouest, comme qui iroit A
 la Floride, & puis doubler au Cap de l'Arcadie
 iusques au Cap Breton.34

 33Reproduced in Renmarkable maps 1: pl. 13, and dis-
 cussed by Coote on p. ii. Reproduced in Caraci, 2:
 pls. XXXIV and XXXV, and discussed on pp. 37-48,
 1927. Reproduced by Ganong, Crucial maps (VI), in
 Proceedings . . 28: fig. 95, and discussed on pp. 262-
 264, 1934. Discussed also by R. Almagia in his Su
 alcuni importanti cimeli cartografici conservati a Vene-
 zia, in Atti del VIII Contgresso Geografico Italiano 2:
 295-302, 1921. No one of these scholars mentions the
 fact that Nova Scotia has here its peninsular form, or
 that the name Arcadia is here applied specifically to the
 peninsula.

 34 f. 1 O9b and 1018a-b. I have corrected an obvious
 misprint in the word preniaiit.

 Thevet, as Ganong points out, "had no original
 knowledge of this region, and must have taken
 the word from some map." 35 He was, further-
 more, quite unreliable-as instanced by his claim
 to have named Angoulesme. The fact that his
 uses of the name Arcadie occur in the course of
 his discussion of Canada indicates sufficiently that
 he thought of it as applicable to a northern region.
 His first use of the name, in which it occurs in
 connection with Angoulesme, Flora, Paradis, and
 port de refuge, is clearly based on Gastaldi's map,
 which he appears to have misinterpreted in the
 same way as the mapmakers referred to in Sec-
 tion VII of this study. His Cap de L'Arcadie is
 a product of either his confusion or his invention.

 X. FISHERMEN, FUR-TRADERS AND
 LIEUTENANTS GENERAL

 During the second half of the sixteenth century,
 and especially in its last three decades, French
 fishermen plied the waters of New France and
 French fur traders were active along the St.
 Lawrence and to some extent elsewhere in New
 France: both fishermen and fur traders came
 mainly from Brittany and Normandy. French
 control of the entire region was, however, menaced
 by the increasing activities of English and other
 fishermen and fur traders, and by the proximity
 of New England; and the French government
 came to the conclusion that its control could be
 preserved only if French colonies should be estab-
 lished there, and that colonies could in fact be
 established only if the men commissioned to estab-
 lish them should be given trading monopolies.36

 A broad colonizing commission was accordingly
 given on 12 January 1598 to the Marquis de la
 Roche; but his one small settlement on Sable
 Island came quickly to a disastrous end.37

 3a An organization of the scientific investigation of the
 Indian place-nomenclature of the maritime provinces of
 Canada, in Proceedings . . . 9: 446, 1915.

 36 Edouard Gosselin, Nouvelles glanies historiques
 normandes puisees exclusivement dans des documents
 inedits, 7-9, Rouen, 1873; Charles and Paul Breard,
 Documents relatifs a la Marine normande . . . 50-59, 73,
 75, 78, and 83-87, Rouen, 1889; H. P. Biggar, The early
 trading companies of New Franzce, 18-37, Toronto, 1901;
 David Allison, History of Nova Scotia 1: 31-35, Halifax,
 1916.

 37 Gosselin, 10-14; Breard, 60-65 and 73-84; Biggar,
 38-42; and W. I. Morse, Acadiensia nova (1598-1779) 2:
 24-39, London, 1935. Copies of his Commission and of
 two related documents were printed in Paris in 1609 by
 Marc Lescarbot in his Histoire de la Nouuelle France;
 they appear on pp. 434-449 of that edition, and on pp.
 483-488 of The history of New France of Marc Lescarbot,
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 Among the fur traders was Pierre Chauvin,

 Sieur de Tonnetuit-a Huguenot born at Dieppe
 but living at Honfleur. Since about 1594 his ves-
 sels had traded annually to the St. Lawrence; and
 on 22 November 1599, according to Fournier, "le
 Capitaine Chauuin Sieur de Touthuict fut declare
 Lieutenant general pour le Roy au pays de Cana-
 das, costes de Lacadie & autres de la nouuelle
 France pour 10. ans." 38

 In the spring of 1600 Chauvin sailed to New
 France, taking with him some fifty colonists, whom
 he left to wintry hardship and fatality at Tadoussac
 -where the Saguenay flows into the St. Lawrence.
 Pierre du Gua, Sieur de Monts (who was soon
 to undertake a colonizing enterprise of his own,
 as will presently appear), accompanied Chauvin
 on this expedition.39

 ed. and trans. by W. L. Grant, II, Toronto, 1911. These
 documents do not contain the name Arcadie or any
 abbreviation thereof.

 38 Georges Fournier, Hydrographie contenant la theorie
 et la pratique de touttes les parties de la navigation, 255,
 Paris, 1667. The passage quoted occurs in Chap. XXI
 of Book VI, which is entitled "Memoires de L'Amiraute
 et Police Navale de France" (the page headings read
 "Memoires de la Marine de France"). No copy of
 Chauvin's Commission is known to exist. Dr. Raffaele
 de Cesare, who has carried on research in Paris on my
 behalf in a most cooperative and efficient manner, re-
 ports that he has found no copy in the Registres du
 Parlement.

 39 Alfred Rame, Documents inedits sur le Canada,
 Deuxieme serie, 12-21, Paris, 1867; Gosselin, 17-20;

 Breard, 66-73, 75, 78, and 86-92; Biggar, 42-46; and
 Allison, 36-37.

 XI. LEVASSEUR'S CADIE

 There is reproduced herewith, as figure 5, part
 of a map of the coasts of the Atlantic Ocean made
 in Dieppe in 1601 by Guillaume Levasseur: this

 is the earliest map to show a reduced form of the

 name.40

 The two regional names, Coste de Cadie and

 Nouuelle France, obviously correspond, though
 in French forms and with an arbitrary shift in

 their relative positions, to the names Larcadia and
 La nova Franza as found on the Bertelli map and
 on other maps referred to in Section VII.

 The St. Lawrence portion of the map shows
 several (still surviving) names that had not ap-
 peared on any earlier extant map. As to Levas-

 seur's source for these names Ganong writes:
 "Apparently the only possible source was the
 French navigators resorting to the region during
 the years 1580-1600" and "it w-ould be wholly
 natural that the one who supplied him with these
 names would have done so in the form of a sketch

 40 This map exists in manuscript only, in the archives
 of the Service Hydrographique de la Marine, where it
 bears the number 116-6. A photograph of the entire
 map is contained in the Karpinski collection (for which
 see n. 69), but that photograph is so dark that a repro-
 duction of it would not have been serviceable. Figure 5
 reproduces a faithful tracing made by Ganong and
 printed in his "Crucial Maps" (IX), in Proceedings . . .
 31, 1937, as fig. 122. Ganong, who discusses this map
 on pp. 127-130, remarks that the name Coste de Cadie
 "is the modern survival of the old Arcadia of Verrazano,"
 but does not comment otherwise on the form Cadie.

 . ... ... .... ...

 FIG. 5. Part of Levasseur's map of 1601.
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 16 ERNEST HATCH WILKINS [PROC. AMER. PHIL. SOC.

 map which Levasseur would have assimilated
 into his world-map the best that he could." Of
 the portion of the map below the names Cadie and
 Nouuelle France Ganong writes: "In great con-
 trast, the mainland to the west . . .is wholly of
 the old Gomez-Ribero-Homem type.... Its topog-
 raphy, however, is accentuated in a detail that can
 be nothing other than imaginary." 41

 Of Levasseur himself Fournier has this to say:

 Cet homme quoy que Tisseran en son bas aage,
 ayant eu- quelque instruction d'un nomme Cossin,
 homme fort ingenieux, & qui auoit une excellente
 main, & veu les memoires de certains Prestres
 d'Argues, Bourg pr6s de Diepe, qui estoient excel-
 lents Geographes, dont l'vn se nommoit des Celiers,
 e l'autre Breton, a si bien sceu menager ce peu de
 lumiere qu'il a receu d'eux, qu'a force d'esprit et de
 trauail continu, il est arriue 'a tel point qu'il a este
 admire de plusieurs.42

 XII. CHAMPLAIN'S ARCADIE

 Chauvin, who had made a second voyage to
 New France in 1602, died early in 1603, probably
 early in February.43 Immediately after his death
 a Commission as Lieutenant General was given to
 Aymar de Chastes, who wisely decided that fur-
 ther exploration should be undertaken before an-
 other attempt to establish a colony should be
 made. In the spring of 1603, accordingly, he ar-
 ranged that Samuel de Champlain should be at-
 tached, as explorer, to a royally licensed fur-trad-
 ing expedition. Soon after that expedition had
 sailed, de Chastes died.44

 The expedition established its headquarters at
 Tadoussac. In July, Champlain visited the Gaspe
 peninsula, and while there he gathered much in-
 formation as to the region to the south and east.
 Before or, less probably, soon after his return to
 France (in September) he wrote a full report of
 what he had seen and heard while in America. In
 the autumn he presented this report to Henry IV,
 and received a privilege to print dated 15 No-
 vember. The report was promptly printed in
 Paris (with a second printing in 1604), under the
 title Des Sauuages, ou, voyage de Samuel de

 41 Loc. cit. in the previous note. The erroneous char-
 acter of Levasseur's use of the Gomez names will be
 pointed out below, in n. 64.

 42 Op. cit., 506.
 43 For references, see n. 39.
 44 Rame, 23-25; Gosselin, 20-21; Breard, 92-98; Big-

 gar, 46-50; Allison, 37-38. No copy of De Chastes'
 Commission is known to exist: Dr. De Cesare has found
 none in the Registres du Parlement.

 Champlain, de Brouage, fait en la France nouuelle,
 I'an mil six cens trois. The contents are sum-
 marized on the title page in three paragraphs, of
 which the third reads thus: "De la coste d'Arcadie,
 des terres que l'on y a descouuertes, & de plusieurs
 mines qui y sont, selon le rapport des Sauuages."
 Champlain's report of the information he had
 gathered while on the Gaspe peninsula appears in
 Chapter X, which contains this passage:

 Passant le destroit de l'isle de sainct Laurens
 [Cape Breton Island], costoyant la coste d'Arcadie,
 on vient dedans vne baye [the Bay of Fundy] qui
 vient ioindre ladicte mine de cuiure. Allant plus
 outre, on trouuve vne riuiere [St. John river] qui
 va quelques soixante ou quatre-vints lieues dedans
 les terres, laquelle va proche du lac [Lake Cham-
 plain] des Irocois, par ou lesdicts Sauuages de la
 coste d'Arcadie leur vont faire la guerre.

 The name Arcadie appears also in the heading
 and (four times) in the text of Chapter XII, in
 which Champlain summarizes a special report on
 Nova Scotian mines.45

 While the first sentence quoted above refers
 obviously to the coast of Nova Scotia, Champlain's
 references, in the second sentence, to the St. John
 and to the Sauuages de la coste d'Arcadie as
 going far inland to make war show that he thought
 of the name as covering not Nova Scotia alone,
 but a larger region including Nova Scotia.

 He may have derived his name Arcadie from
 Thevet, or from a lost map on which it appeared
 in that form, or-making his own French adapta-
 tion-from a map on which it appeared in the
 form Arcadia.

 He undoubtedly submitted a map with his re-
 port to King Henry; but that map is not known
 to be extant.

 XIII. THE SIEUR DE MONTS

 Early in the autumn of 1603, and certainly be-
 fore 31 October, the Sieur de Monts 46 submitted
 to King Henry a document proposing, in seven
 paragraphs, that he be authorized to undertake
 exploration and colonization in New France, that
 he be given the title and powers of Viceroy and
 Captain General, and that he be granted certain

 45The works of Samuel de Champlain, ed. by H. P.
 Biggar, 1: 166-172 and 180-185, Toronto, 1922. The
 French text of the Des sauuages is collated by J. H.
 Cameron. The Des sauuages is translated and edited
 by H. H. Langdon, from whose notes my bracketed
 identifications of Champlain's place names are taken.

 46 On whom see W. I. Morse, Pierre du Gua, Sieur
 de Monts, London, 1939.
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 aids and privileges, among them a ten-year mo-
 nopoly of the fur trade. This was the first docu-
 ment related to the first even temporarily success-
 ful attempt at colonization in New France, and
 the first document to contain any form of the
 name Acadie. The original document does not
 exist, nor was it ever copied, as an independent
 document, as far as we know. On 6 November

 1603, however, there was drawn up at Fontaine-
 bleau a composite document in which each of the
 several paragraphs of De Monts' Proposal was
 followed by a paragraph signifying royal approval.
 The original of this composite document does not
 exist; but there does exist, in the Registres du
 Parlement, a manuscript copy of this document
 made on or shortly before 16 March 1605; the
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 first page of this copy is reproduced herewith as
 figure 6. In this copy the first of the seven para-
 graphs of De Monts' Proposal begins thus:

 Le Sieur deMont considerant la commodite qui
 peut procedder au bien et aduancement des affaires
 du roy pour la descouverte et habitation des terres
 et costes de lacadie....

 The second paragraph contains the phrase "toute
 lestendue des costes et contrees maritimes du dict
 pais de lacadie." 47 Unfortunately, the fact that
 the name of the region concerned appears as
 lacadie in the 1605 copy of the composite docu-
 ment does not suffice to enable us to determine
 whether that name appeared as lacadie or as la
 cadie in the original composite document of 6
 November 1603, or in De Monts' original Pro-
 posal.

 On 31 October 1603 the Conseil d'Etat gave its
 approval to De Monts' Proposal; and on or as of
 that same day Charles de Montmorancy, Admiral
 of France, issued to his subordinates a long order
 (in the course of which he refers to the action of
 the Council) designating De Monts as his Vice-
 Admiral for the region concerned. Neither the
 original nor any manuscript copy of this document
 is known to exist. It was printed, however, in
 Paris, in 1605, on pp. 12-18 of a booklet entitled
 Commissions du Roy & de Monseigneur l'Admiral,
 au sieur de Monts, pour l'habitation es terres de
 Lacadie, Canada, & autres endroits en la nouuelle
 France. Ensemble les defenses premieres et se-
 condes a' tous autres, de trafiquer auec les Sauuages
 desdites terres. Auec la verification en la Cour de
 Parlement a Paris.48 In this document, as thus

 47 The reference for this copy, as it exists in the
 Registres du Parlement, is X I A 8645 ff. 222v-223'.
 I have obtained photographs of it, and of the Com-
 mission to De Monts that is presently to be referred to;
 my quotations from these two documents are based
 upon these photographs. I have received relevant in-
 formation, also, from the Direction des Archives de
 France (in a letter of 28 June 1955) and from Dr. De
 Cesare. The copyist, who was also the copyist of the
 Commission, makes no use of accents, apostrophes, or
 hyphens at line ends, and sometimes, though not usually,
 connects the definite article with its following noun. A
 printed form of this composite document appears in
 the Collection de manuscrits contenant lettres, me'moires,
 et autres documents historiques relatifs a la Nouvelle-
 France, pp. 40-43 (and thence in Morse, pp. 6-8),
 Quebec, 1883; but there are numerous matters of ortho-
 graphic detail in which the text as there printed differs
 from the text of the manuscript copy as it exists in the
 Registres du Parlement.

 48 I have used the fascimile edition published in Bar
 Harbor in 1915, with an introductory note by G. B.

 printed, the name of the region concerned ap-
 pears five times, always in the form Lacadie. This
 fact does not enable us to determine whether that
 name appeared as lacadie or as la cadie in the
 original document of 31 October 1603. In the
 booklet as a whole the name appears twenty times,
 always in the form Lacadie: this, however, may
 well be the result of an arbitrary decision by the
 printer, since it is inherently unlikely-in view of
 the variations presently to be noted-that the
 name was spelled consistently in the manuscript
 material from which the printer worked.

 This same document was printed again, in
 Paris, in 1609, by Marc Lescarbot, in his Histoire
 de la Nouuelle France.49 In this print the name,
 on each of its five occurrences, appears in the form
 la Cadie. Lescarbot prints elsewhere certain
 documents that are not included in the booklet of
 Commissions: he was, therefore, not entirely de-
 pendent on that booklet for his material. His la
 Cadie may represent either use of a manuscript
 copy not used for that booklet, or an arbitrary
 decision to substitute la Cadie for the Lacadie of
 the booklet. He uses the form la Cadie con-
 sistently in all of the four documents concerning
 De Monts that he prints. Lescarbot was a man of
 letters, and had himself been in New France; but
 even this does not suffice to prove that he was
 accurate in printing la Cadie as the form used by
 Montmorancy.

 On 6 November 1603, as has been said, there
 was drawn up at Fontainebleau a composite docu-
 ment in which each of the several paragraphs of
 De Monts' Proposal was followed by a paragraph
 signifying royal approval, and of this composite
 document a manuscript copy, made on or shortly
 before 16 March 1605, exists in the Registres du
 Parlement. In this copy the document is headed
 "Articles proposez au roy par lesieur deMonts
 pour la descouverte et habitation des costes et
 terres de lacadye" (the la stands at the end of a
 line: the copyist may or may not have thought of
 the la and the cadye as constituting a single word);
 and in the paragraph signifying approval of De
 Monts' third paragraph the name appears, with-
 out the definite article, in the phrase "en dict pays
 et contrees dacadie."

 Henry's Commission to De Monts (as Lieu-

 Dorr. Morse, 4-6, reprints the document from this
 booklet.

 49 It appears on pp. 459-464 of the edition of 1609,
 and on pp. 492-494 of the edition of 1911.
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 tenant General, not as Viceroy), was issued two
 days later, on 8 November 1603. The original
 document does not exist, but there does exist, in
 the Registres du Parlement, a manuscript copy
 made on or shortly before 16 March 1605.50 In
 this copy the name of the region concerned ap-
 pears at four points: first as lacadye, then as lac-
 cadie, then as la cadye, and finally as laccadie.
 The Commission is printed both in the booklet of
 1605, in which the name appears consistently as
 Lacadie, and in the Histoire of Lescarbot, in
 which it appears consistently as la Cadie.51

 An early English translation of this Commis-
 sion, preserved among the British State Papers,52
 is headed The Patent of the ifrench Kinge to
 Monsieur De Monts for the inhabitinge of the
 countries La Cadia, Canada, and other places in
 New ifraunce; shows the regional name, at each
 of the four points, in the form La Cadia; and is
 endorsed "The copie of the ffrench Kings Patent
 to Mounsieur de Monts of La Cadia Canada &c.
 granted 8 Noveb 1603, fro 40 to 46 degrees." 53
 The source of this translation is not known; it
 may have been based on Lescarbot.

 Fourteen other documents of the years 1603-
 1605 that bear on the appointment and activities
 of De Monts appear in modern prints.54 In these
 documents, as printed, the name appears twelve
 times as l'Acadie, six times as la Cadie, twice
 each as Lacadie and as Lacadye, and once each
 as l'Acadye and as Cadie (without the definite
 article).

 The conclusion properly to be drawn from all
 the material presented in the present Section is
 that in France in the years 1603-1605 the name of

 50 The reference is X I A 8645 if. 224r-226r.
 51 Commissions . . ., pp. 3-12; Lescarbot, ed. of 1609,

 pp. 452-459; ed. of 191 1, pp. 490-492.
 52 The reference is British State Papers, Colonial, 1

 (for 1574-1621), No. 10. Calendared in Calendar of
 State Papers, Colonial Series, 1574-1660, ed. by W. N.
 Sainsbury, 4, London, 1860. Printed by Beamish
 Murdoch, History of Nova Scotia 1: 21-24, Halifax,
 1865; and by C. W. Baird, History of Huguenot emigra-
 tion to America 1: 344-347, New York, 1885; and thence
 in Maine Historical Society, Documentary history of
 Maine 7: 2-6, 1901.

 53 Professor Robert Weiss has been so very kind as
 to examine the original document for me, in the Public
 Record Office. He reports that the form of the name
 is in fact La Cadia; that the translation was certainly
 made after the date of the original commission; that the
 endorsement quoted above is written in the same hand
 as the text; and that a second endorsement, "Acadia,
 Canada, &c. Novr. 1603," was written considerably later.

 54 Collection, 44-51; Morse, 8-20.

 the region concerned was thought of sometimes
 as Acadie, and sometimes as Cadie, preceded
 usually, but not necessarily, in each case, by the
 definite article. Proof that the form Acadie thus
 existed is afforded neither by the early Lacadie
 nor by the modern printed l'Acadie, but by the
 fact that acadie occurs without the definite article
 in the document of 6 November 1603 and by the
 fact that the form laccadie occurs twice in the
 document of 8 November 1603. As far as we
 know, the Cadie of Levasseur's map of 1601 is
 earlier than any occurrence of Acadie; but it is
 possible, though not demonstrable, that the form
 Acadie had been used by or before 1601. A dis-
 cussion of ways in which either Acadie or Cadie
 might have emerged from Arcadie will be found
 below, in Section XVI.

 In De Monts' Proposal and in some of the re-
 lated documents the 40th and 46th parallels are
 specified as the southern and northern boundaries
 of his domain (actually the 40th parallel runs
 through Philadelphia, and the 46th across Cape
 Breton Island). This fact and various items in
 the documents concerned show that the name
 Acadie or Cadie as it occurs in those documents
 was used with reference not to Nova Scotia only,
 but to a larger region including Nova Scotia.

 XIV. CHAMPLAIN'S ACCADIE

 When De Monts and his colonists set sail in
 the spring of 1604 Champlain went with them, as
 the official geographer of the expedition. In
 June the colony established itself on the Isle de
 Sainte Croix (Dochet Island) in Passamaquoddy
 Bay, between Maine and New Brunswick. This
 site having proved unsuitable, the colony moved,
 in the summer of 1605, to Port Royal (Annapolis
 Royal) in Nova Scotia. There it remained until
 the summer of 1607, when the settlement was
 abandoned, the surviving colonists returning to
 France. During these three *years Champlain
 made three exploratory voyages to the west-the
 first taking him as far as Penobscot Bay, the other
 two taking him to Cape Cod. Throughout these
 years he kept a careful journal, which was pub-
 lished in Paris, in 1613, as Book I of a work en-
 titled Les voyages du Sieur de Champlain.55

 Within this Book the name that Champlain
 gives to the region of De Monts' lieutenancy is, in

 55 Ed. and trans. by Ganong, in The works of Samuel
 de Champlain, vol. cit. The page references for Cham-
 plain's uses of the name Accadie are 236, 238, 293, and
 338.
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 each of the four cases in which he uses such a
 name (in Chapters II, IV, and VII), Accadie.
 In each case it occurs in the phrase "coste d'Ac-
 cadie." The context, in two of the four cases, is
 such as to indicate that he is using the name with
 reference not to Nova Scotia only, but to the
 region of De Monts' lieutenancy in general.56

 XV. LESCARBOT'S LA CADIE

 Marc Lescarbot, who was a member of the
 colony at Port Royal from the summer of 1606 to
 the summer of 1607, wrote in 1608, after his re-
 turn to France, his Histoire de la Nouuelle France,
 which was published in Paris in 1609. He does
 not use any form of the name in question either in
 his own text or on his illustrative map, but he
 quotes in full, perhaps from the Comm-issions du
 Roy & de Monseigneur l'Admiral, four of the
 seven documents contained in that booklet, and in
 every case he uses the form la Cadie.57

 XVI. ARCADIE BECOMES ACADIE

 It has been shown in Sections VII-XV that on
 several maps that are certainly or probably of the
 third quarter of the sixteenth century the name
 Larcadia or Arcadia appears as a regional name
 below or to the right of a regional name meaning
 New France; that on a map published in 1585
 the name Arcadia is applied specifically to Nova
 Scotia; that the name Arcadie was used by Thevet,
 in 1575, for the whole region; that during the
 second half of the century, and especially in its
 last two decades, French fishermen plied the
 waters of New France and French fur traders
 were active along the St. Lawrence and to some
 extent elsewhere in New France; that a map
 made by Levasseur in 1601 bears the regional
 name Coste de Cadie in association with, but to
 the left of, the name Nouuelle France; that in
 Champlain's Des sauuages, written in 1603 as a
 report upon his journey of that year, the whole
 region is referred to as Arcadie; that in early
 copies or printings of the Commission given to De
 Monts in the autumn of 1603, and of the two
 documents most immediately related thereto, the

 56 The map that Champlain made to accompany this
 Book does not carry the name A ccadie or any equivalent
 thereof. It is reproduced in his Works, ed. cit., Port-
 folio, pl. LXXX.

 57 On Lescarbot see H. P. Biggar's Introduction in
 The history of New France by Marc Lescarbot, ed. and
 trans. by W. L. Grant, 1, Toronto, 1907. The four
 documents appear on pp. 452-472 of the edition of 1609,
 and on pp. 490-498 of the edition of 1911.

 whole region is variously named as lacadie, La-
 cadie, La Cadie, lacadye, acadie, laccadie, and la
 cadye; that in modern printed forms of other later
 documents of the years 1603-1605 that are re-
 lated to activities of De Monts the name appears
 in the forms Lacadie, I'Acadie, Lacadye, I'Acadye,
 la Cadie, and Cadie; that Champlain, who ac-
 companied De Monts on his expedition of 1604-
 1607, used the form Accadie in the journal that
 he kept while on that expedition; that in 1608
 Lescarbot, quoting some of the De Monts docu-
 ments, used the form la Cadie; and that in an
 approximately contemporary English translation
 of De Monts' Commission the name appears as
 La Cadia.

 That the various forms without the r are de-
 rived, from the forms with the r there can be no
 doubt: the cartographic sequence, as represented
 by Levasseur's map of 1601 in relation to pre-
 ceding maps, and the use of the form Arcadie in
 1603 by the most experienced and competent geog-
 rapher of the time, are conclusive. The fact of
 this derivation was first recognized and pointed
 out by Ganong.58

 In view of the background as perceived in part
 by Ganong and as fully presented in the present
 study, it is indeed obvious that the forms without
 the r are continuants of the forms with the r-
 and that fact is all that really matters for the
 further purposes of this study. The explanation
 of the fact, however, is by no means obvious; and
 the following suggestions as to possible explana-
 tions seem, therefore, to be worth offering.59

 It is to be borne in mind in this connection that
 the name Arcadie, though it had been used by
 Thevet and was used in 1603 by Champlain, was
 not a fixed and familiar name, but a name recently
 used for a region of which relatively few people-
 most of whom were fishermen or fur traders-had
 any knowledge: it was therefore a name readily
 subject to modification.

 58 In the article cited in n. 35, in which Ganong
 refutes at great length and conclusively the older theory
 that the name Acadie was derived from a local Indian
 place-name suffix-acadie; and in the article cited in n.
 27.

 59 In the second of the two articles referred to in the
 preceding note Ganong remarks: "From Champlain's
 Arcadie to the later Acadie the transition is perfect."
 This, however, simply begs the question, and shows a
 lack of adequate linguistic understanding. The initial
 syllable Arc- is by no means un-French: one thinks, for
 instance, of the place names Arcachon and Arcueil, and
 of such words as arcade and arcane.
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 The earliest extant appearance of a form of the
 name without the r is as Cadie, on Levasseur's
 map of 1601. By 1605, however, the form Acadie
 was also in use; and it may be that maps or docu-
 ments now lost or unknown would have shown
 the form Acadie to have been in use in earlier
 years. There are then two possibilities: one, that
 the sequence of forms was Arcadie-Cadie-
 Acadie; the other, that the sequence of forms was
 Arcadie-Acadie-Cadie. Either sequence is ex-
 plicable.

 The fishermen and fur traders who went to
 New France in the late sixteenth century must
 have had coastal charts of some kind; these charts
 must have been based, to some extent, on such
 maps as were available; on some of those maps
 the name Arcadia (or perhaps Arcadie) must
 have appeared as a designation of the southern
 portion of New France; and some form of that
 name may well have appeared upon coastal charts
 used by fishermen and navigators, and may have
 entered into spoken use among them. These
 fishermen and fur traders were not interested in
 exact cartography or in exact nomenclature: their
 concern was merely practical. It would then be
 quite natural for them to use a simpler and ab-
 breviated form, Cadie, in place of the more elabo-
 rate form, Arcadie.

 It may also be noted that there are varieties of
 Breton speech in which the r is strongly guttural.60
 It would seem, therefore, that the name Larcadie,
 as pronounced by a Breton, might have been
 thought by a non-Breton to consist of two ele-
 ments, la and cadie, separated by an indeterminate
 sound having the effect of a very rough breath-
 ing.61

 If the form Cadie came into use, in any way, it
 would be perfectly natural for the French definite
 article la to become associated with it, as it is as-
 sociated, in French, with so many other regional
 names; and if the form La Cadie came into use, in
 this or in any other way, it would be quite natu-
 ral, also, that the resulting pronunciation lacadie
 should have been thought to represent the identi-
 cally sounding L'Acadie-the form Acadie thus
 coming into existence as a separate word.62 This

 60 Fran?ois Falc'hun, Le systeme consonantique du
 Breton, 49-51, Rennes, 1951.

 '61 I am indebted to the kindness of M. Alain Seznec
 for a helpful discussion of this matter.

 62 Such re-division has occurred in certain French
 words: I'abajoue and l'accoursie are re-divisions of la
 bajoue and la coursie, and l'alumelle is a modified re-
 division of la lemelle.

 seems to me to be the most probable explanation
 of the development of the forms without the r.

 On the other hand, the form Acadie might have
 come directly from Arcadie (or the form Lacadie
 from Larcadie) either as a result of a temporary
 French phonetic tendency, or less probably, as
 a result of the peculiarity of Breton speech that
 has already been noted. There existed in France
 in the sixteenth century a tendency toward the
 dropping of r (in speech) in groups consisting of
 r plus a consonant, as attested by such rhymes as
 farce-embrace; bourse-courrouce, and garde-
 escalade; but a contrary tendency, due in part to
 the influence of Latin, had led by the end of the
 century to the reestablishment of the original
 groups.63 It is quite possible, however, that the

 fashion of dropping the r may have lingered along
 the northern French coast after it had died out in
 Paris. In a familiar word the silence of the r in
 pronunciation would not have affected its spelling:
 but in the case of a word just coming into use it
 might have resulted in the omission of the r in
 spelling.

 It is possible that the name Larcadie as pro-
 nounced by a Breton-with an r lacking its nor-
 mal identity-might have seemed to a non-Breton
 to represent the form Lacadie.64

 The form Acadie, preceded by the definite
 article, would have been pronounced as lacadie:
 it would be quite natural that this pronunciation
 should have been thought to represent the identi-
 cally sounding La Cadie-the form Cadie thus
 coming into existence as a separate word.65

 63 See W. von Wartburg, Evolution et structure de
 la langue fran(aise, 3rd ed., 162-163, Bern, 1946. I am
 indebted to the kindness of Professor R. L. Politzer for a
 helpful discussion of this matter, and for the reference
 to Wartburg's book.

 64 A very different explanation of the origin of the
 form Acadie is at least possible. Many early maps
 abound in errors, and the loss of the r might be due
 ultimately to its omission in some now lost or unknown
 map or chart. In Levasseur's map, in which many
 names are taken from old Gomez names, the Spanish
 verde and Buena madre appear as Vedra and buana
 madre; the name R. de los is obviously incomplete;
 arcipelago becomes arhepelago; C. de muchas ylas is
 broken into two names, de muchas and yles; R. de
 muchas is obviously incomplete; R. de las gamas be-
 comes R. gaune; and medanos and arecifes become danos
 and asracifes. The Spanish names in this note are taken
 from the table in Ganong, Crucial maps (IV), in Pro-
 ceedings ... 26, Sect. II: 140-141, 1932.

 65 It may be noted that in later times, as will appear
 below, the substantives Acadiens and Acadians have been
 often replaced in certain localities by the forms, Cadiens.
 Cayens, and Cajuns.
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 Whatever the explanation may be, the outcome
 of the process was most fortunate: for the name
 Acadie and its English equivalent Acadia are both
 excellent names, pleasant to utter and pleasant to
 hear, and perfectly distinctive.

 XVII. 1610-1755: ACADIE

 Throughout this period France (with Indian
 assistance) and England (with assistance from
 New England) were in intermittent conflict for
 the possession of the undefined larger region that
 included Nova Scotia. Until 1710 France was
 usually, but not always, in control. In 1710 con-
 trol passed to England and thereafter remained
 with England, though that control was by no
 means complete or unchallenged.66

 During this period the name Acadie, or a
 French variant thereof, appears, with or without
 the definite article, in French writings and on
 French or other Continental maps, applied some-
 times to the larger region and sometimes specifi-
 cally to Nova Scotia.

 Champlain, after 1610, uses the form Acadie,
 applying it to the larger region.67 Pierre Biard,
 a Jesuit missionary who was in Nova Scotia and
 thereabouts in the years 1611-1613, published in
 1616 a Relation de la Nouvelle France in which
 he uses the form Acadie, applying it specifically
 to Nova Scotia.68

 I have examined in the Harvard University
 Library 66 French or other Continental maps
 that are of this period and show the name Acadie
 or a French variant thereof.69 The form Acadie
 -appears on 49 of these maps, the form Accadie

 66 See A. G. Doughty, The Acadian exiles, Chap.
 I-VII, Toronto, 1916, and J. B. Brebner, New England's
 outpost: Acadia before the conquest of Canada, New
 York, 1927.

 67 See his Works, ed. cit., 3: 331, 1929, and 6: 307,
 1936.

 68 See R. G. Thwaites, The Jesuit relations and allied
 documents 3: 40, 44, 60, 262, and 266, Cleveland, 1897.
 For other French writings containing the name see an
 anonymous eighteenth-century Memoire touschant les
 pretentions des FranCois et des Anglais sur les terres
 de la Nouvelle France, in the Collection de manuscrits
 ... 1: 9-24.

 69 Of these maps, 36 are originals; 21 are reproduc-
 tions contained in the L. C. Karpinski collection of
 "Manuscript maps, prior to 1800, relating to America;
 photographic facsimiles made from originals in various
 libraries and archives ini Paris, Spain, and Portugal";
 five are reproductions contained in the Cartografia de
 Ultramar, Portfolio II (for the United States and
 Canada), Madrid, 1953; and the other four are repro-
 ductions found elsewhere.

 on twelve, the form Cadie on two, and the forms
 Acadye and Lacadie on one each, while one map
 has Cadi (in the phrase Cote de Cadi) in the
 western part of the region concerned, and Acadi
 for the peninsula.70 The name is applied specifi-
 cally to Nova Scotia in most cases, but in a few
 cases to the larger region.

 During this period also, as the French and
 French-descended population of Nova Scotia grew
 from almost nothing to about ten thousand, the
 substantive Acadiens came into use.

 XVIII. 1610-1755: ENGLISH USAGE

 Reference has already been made to the ap-
 pearance of the form La Cadia in the early Eng-
 lish translation of the Commission issued to De
 Monts in 1603. If that translation was made from
 the form of the Commission printed by Lescarbot
 in 1609, as it may well have been, its actual date
 would be presumably about 1610.

 In 1621 King James I granted to his Scottish
 courtier Sir William Alexander (later made Earl
 of Stirling) a Charter authorizing him to colonize
 the lands lying between Gaspe Bay and the St.
 Croix River, "quaequidem terrae praedictae omni
 tempore affuturo nomine Novae Scotiae in
 America gaudebunt." Sir William's attempts at
 colonization failed-but the name of his proposed
 colony has endured.71 In royal documents issued
 thereafter, prior to the establishment of the Com-
 monwealth, the region is referred to consistently
 as Nova Scotia or as New Scotland.72

 There are, however, two documents of these
 same years in which a form of the name Acadie
 appears. The first is an "Information" submitted
 by Lord Ochiltree in 1630, perhaps in January,

 70 The maps showing the form Cadie were made in
 1640 and 1653 by Jean Janson. The map showing both
 Cadi and Acadi is numbered S.H.A. 132-2-3 in the
 Archives of the Service Hydrographique de la Marine.
 A photographic facsimile of the western part of it is
 contained in the Karpinski collection. Dr. De Cesare,
 who has examined the map itself for me, reports that
 it was probably made about 1700; that the name of its
 maker is not known; and that it has never been pub-
 lished.

 7' See Brebner, 21-27. The Charter is printed in
 Royal letters, charters, and tracts, relating to the coloni-
 zation of New Scotland, and the institution of the Order
 of Knights Baronets of Nova Scotia, ed. by David
 Laing, 3-15 (in the separate numbering for the series
 of Charters following the long Preface), Edinburgh,
 1876. The quotation is from p. 5. Sir William is still
 remembered as a writer of Petrarchistic verse.

 72 Royal letters . . . v Preface, passim.
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 in which the name appears as Lacady.73 The sec-
 ond is a letter written on 30 March 1632 by Sir
 Isaac Wake, the English ambassador to France:
 in this letter, addressed to English officials in
 Port Royal, Sir Isaac states that he has completed
 negotiations "particularly concerning Cadie &
 Noua Francia," and directs his addressees to be
 ready, on the arrival of Monsieur Rasilly, or his
 representative, "to void & quitt the ffort & habita-
 tion of Port Royal in Cadie." 74

 Cromwell seems to have used the forms Acadie
 or Acadia or variants thereof. Sainsbury uses
 the form Acadia in his summary of a document of
 14 July 1656 and the form Laccady in his sum-
 mary of a document of 9 August 1656.75 On 17
 September 1656 Cromwell issued a commission to
 Colonel Thomas Temple, a copy of which, made
 from the original document, was officially re-
 corded in Boston on 6 July 1657: in this copy the
 name appears in the phrase "the Countrjes and
 territorjes called Lacadye otherwise Accadja." 76
 On 26 September 1656 Cromwell addressed a
 letter of instruction "to Cap" John Leveret Gov-
 ernour in chief of our Forts of St. John Port
 Royall, and Pentacoet in Acadia commonly called
 Nova Scotia in America." The name appears in
 the form Acadia, also, in the body of the letter.77

 In other English writings usage varies. The
 forms La Cadia and L'Cadia occur in a document
 of March 1660.78 In John Ogilby's America
 (London, 1671), Book II, Chapter I, one of the
 sections is entitled "Accadia, or Nova Scotia." In

 73The reference is British State Papers, Colonial, 5
 (for 1629-1630), No. 47. Printed in Royal letters . . .
 Preface, pp. 54-55. Calendared by Sainsbury on p. 106
 of the vol. cit. in n. 52. In the Royal letters . . . the
 name is printed as Acady, and Sainsbury, in his sum-
 mary, uses the form Acadia (not in quotes). It is to
 the kindness of Professor Weiss, who has examined
 the original document for me, that I owe the certainty
 that the form of the name as it actually appears therein
 is Lacady.

 74 The reference is British State Papers, Colonial, 6
 (for 1631-1633), No. 56. Calendared by Sainsbury on
 p. 152. My quotations are taken from a photograph of
 the original letter, furnished by the Public Record
 Office.

 75 Vol. cit., pp. 444 and 447.
 76 The Boston copy is printed in Suffolk deeds 3:

 22-26, Boston, 1885, and in the Collections of the Maine,
 Historical Society, Ser. II, 5: 282-287, Portland, 1901.

 77 Printed in the Collections of the Massachusetts
 Historical Society, Ser. IV, 2: 233, Boston, 1854. Sains-
 bury in summarizing other documents of 1655 and 1656
 uses the form Acadia-but not in quotes: vol. cit., pp.
 423, 441, and 453.

 78 Royal letters . . , Preface, pp. 116-117.

 the course of the chapter Ogilby uses now Ac-
 cadia and now Accadie. The adjective Accadian
 appears in the sentence "Poutrincourt . . . en-
 deavoring to Plant Christianity among the Natives,
 Christen'd among others an Accadian Lord, who
 was above a hundred years old."

 I have examined in the Harvard University
 Library six maps of this period on which the
 nomenclature is English, and on which the name
 Acadia or a variant thereof appears. The earliest
 of these maps, an unsigned map made about 1700,
 shows the name in the form Acadia, as do all the
 others, except a map made in 1749 by Morris,
 which bears an inscription reading: "This coun-
 try from Kenneback River to Cape Rozier was
 always called by the French Accada," and another
 inscription (at a point on the St. John River)
 reading: "Here inhabit about 20 families of Ac-
 cadians." On four of these maps the name is ap-
 plied to the larger region; on two it is applied to
 Nova Scotia.79

 XIX. 1610-1755: LATIN USAGE

 The earliest passages known to me in which
 Acadia is used as a Latin noun occur in the Latin
 text of the Treaty of Breda of 1667, in Sections
 X and XI of that portion of the treaty that cover
 relations between England and France. Section
 X begins thus:

 Dictus etiam Dominus Magnae Britanniae Rex,
 dicto Domino Regi Christianissimo. ... Regionem
 quae Acadia dicitur in America Septentrionali sitam,
 qua dictus Dominus Rex Christianissimus olim
 potiebatur, restituat.

 Section XI begins thus:

 Si qui vero ex incolis regionis illius quae Acadia
 dicitur, Serenissimi Magnae Britanniae Regis
 dominio imposterum subesse malint, liberum sit ipsis
 intra spatium unius anni ... discedere....80

 The reference in this case is to the larger region.
 I have examined in the Harvard University

 Library eight maps of this period on which the

 79 Four of these six maps, by Kitchin, Mitchell, and
 Moll (2) are originals. The other two, one unsigned
 and the other by Morris, are photographic reproductions
 contained in A. B. Hulbert's The Crown collection of
 photographs of American maps, 4, Nos. 7 and 9-10,
 Cleveland, 1928.

 80 Quoted from Articuli Pacis & Confoederationis inter
 Serenissiumum & Potentissimum Principem Carolum II
 . . . et Serenissimum ac Potentissimum Principem
 Ludovicum XIV . . . Conclusi 21/31 die Mensis Julii,
 Anno Dom. 1667, London, 1667.
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 regional nomenclature is Latin and includes the
 name Acadia or Accadia. The earliest of these
 maps, made about 1690 by Visscher, shows the
 name in the form Accadiac; the other seven show
 it in the form Acadia. On Visscher's map and on
 one by Gottlieb the name is applied to the larger
 region: on the other six it is applied specifically
 to Nova Scotia.8'

 XX. ACADIANS IN EXILE

 After 1710, as has been said, the English re-
 tained control of Acadia; but relations between
 the English governors and the French population
 were always troubled. The Acadians were in
 general a quiet, peaceable, and industrious people;
 but there were those among them, and certain
 non-Acadians who had influence among them,
 who were irreconcilably pro-French and anti-Eng-
 lish. Matters came to a head in 1755, when war
 between England and France was threatening;

 81 All eight maps are originals. The six made by men
 not named in the text are by Allard, Homann, Seutter
 (2), Vander Aa, and Zurner.

 and the English governor, Charles Lawrence, took
 the drastic and brutal step of deporting the
 Acadian population as completely as he could:
 some six thousand persons were shipped to vari-
 ous American colonies-Massachusetts, Connecti-
 cut, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,
 the Carolinas, and Georgia.82

 Between 1758 and 1785 many of the exiles
 made their way to Louisiana, and there they
 settled, mainly, at first, in a region on the left
 bank of the Mississippi, about sixty miles above
 New Orleans, and later in other regions in south-
 ern Louisiana. The region of their first settle-
 ment was called COte d'Acadie; and after Louisiana
 had been purchased by the United States, in 1803,
 this region became Acadia County. There is re-
 produced herewith, as figure 7, from an original
 in the Harvard University Library, part of a map
 made by Lafon in 1805, which shows the county
 as Comte d'Acadie, and shows within it a river
 named R. des Acadiens. In a later reorganiza-
 tion counties were replaced by "parishes"; the

 82Doughty, Chapters VIII-X.
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 FIG. 7. Part of Lafon's map of 1805.
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 region that had been called Acadia County was
 divided into Ascension and St. James Parishes,
 and the name Acadia was given to a parish a
 hundred miles to the west.

 The descendants of the Acadian settlers have
 multiplied and prospered, and have become a
 valued element in the life of Louisiana. They are
 often referred to as Cadiens or Cayens or Cajuns;
 and their colloquial speech is called Cadien or
 Cayen.83

 XXI. RETURN FROM EXILE

 A great many of the exiles who did not go to
 Louisiana resolved and endeavored to return to
 their homeland, and many succeeded, sooner or
 later, in making the long pilgrimage. After the
 signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1763 conflict in
 America between England and France came to an
 end, and the returning exiles were able to settle
 in the region from which they had been driven, or
 in other northern regions: there also they have
 multiplied and prospered.84

 Names derived from Acadie persist in two set-
 tlements made late in the eighteenth century.
 About 1768 a number of Acadians settled about
 fifteen miles southeast of Montreal, in what is now
 St. John's County. They called their settlement
 La Cadie, or La Nouvelle-Cadie, or La Petite-
 Cadie. Later, as a parish, it was called L'Acadie,
 and eventually Sainte-Marguerite de Blairfindie:
 as a village it is now called L'Acadie. An ad-
 joining parish, officially called Saint-Luc, is some-
 times called La Petite-Acadie.85

 At the time of the American Revolution a few
 hundred Acadians were living in the lower valley
 of the St. John; during and after the Revolution
 large numbers of American loyalists left the re-
 belling colonies and made their way into that same
 valley; and the pressure of this immigration forced
 the Acadians farther north, into the region called
 Madawaska, which comprises territory both in
 what is now Canada and in what is now Aroostook
 County, the northernmost county of Maine. In
 this region their descendants are still known as
 Acadians.86

 83 S. A. Marchand, Acadian exiles in the golden coast
 of Louisiana, Donaldsonville, 1943; Emile Lauvriere,
 Breve histoire tragique du peuple acadien, 92-94 and
 148-151, Paris, 1947; and Corinne L. Saucier, A his-
 torical sketch of the Acadians, in -LouisianaI Hist. Quart.
 34: 63-89, 1951.

 84 Doughty, 157-160; Lauvriere, 113-153.
 85 S. A. Moreau, Histoire de l'Acadie, province de

 Quebec, Montreal, 1908.
 86 C. W. Collins, The Acadians of Madawaska (= New

 XXII. ARCADIA IN VIRGINIA

 Sir Philip Sidney's pastoral-heroical Arcadia,
 written about 1580, derives its title and some of
 its pastoral elements from the Arcadia of San-
 nazzaro. Early in its first book the charms of the
 Kingdom of Arcadia are thus set forth:

 There were hils which garnished their proud
 heights with stately trees: humble vallies, whose
 base estate seemed comforted with the refreshing of
 silver rivers: medows, enamelled with all sorts of
 eie-pleasing flowers; thickets, which beeing lined
 with most pleasant shade were witnessed so too, by
 the cheerful disposition of many well-tuned birds.

 87

 First published in 1590 (Sidney had died in 1586),
 the Arcadia won an immediate and long-enduring
 popularity. Editions appeared in 1593, 1598,
 1599, 1605 (two editions), 1607, 1613, 1621, 1622,
 1623, 1624, 1627, 1629, 1633, 1638, 1654, 1655,
 1662, and occasionally thereafter.88 Mona Wilson
 calls the Arcadia "the most successful book of the
 whole European age," and continues:

 Its vogue recalls the popularity of Erasmus's
 Colloquies and anticipates that of Robinson Crusoe.
 Until the invasion of French romances it held its
 own because no rival appeared. It drew housewives
 from their duties, and set a standard for the be-
 haviour of their children.89

 Settlement of the Accomack Peninsula began
 about 1620 near the southern end of the peninsula,
 and spread gradually northward.90

 One of the earliest settlers was Captain Edmund
 Scarburgh, who had been educated at Caius Col-
 lege, Cambridge, came from England about 1620,
 and died about 1635. His son, also named Ed-
 mund, born in 1618, who had been left in England
 for his schooling, came to Virginia not long after
 his father's death. By the middle of the century
 he was the most prominent and the most powerful
 man on the peninsula. He was known as Colonel
 Scarburgh. He had lived originally in the south-
 ern part of the peninsula, but on 29 September

 England Catholic Historical Society Publications, No. 3),
 Boston, 1902.

 87 Quoted from the edition of 1655.
 88 S. A. Tannenbaum, Sir Philip Sidney (a concise

 bibliography), 2-3, New York, 1941.
 89 Sir Philip Sidney, 142, London, 1950.
 90 See R. T. Whitelaw, Virginia's eastern shore, passim,

 Richmond, 1951; and for Colonel Scarburgh, Mrs. Toft,
 and Arcadia Toft see Whitelaw's Index, s.vv. Alicado,
 Arcadia, Arcadia Creek, Arcadia Neck, Scarburgh
 (Edmund), and Toft (Anne, Arcadia, and Attalanta).
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 1663 he received a patent for a tract of some 1500
 acres in the northern part, a tract that seems not
 to have been settled previously, and to have been
 at about what was then the northern limit of set-

 tlement. The tract is defined thus in his patent:

 Being a neck of land at the seaboard side, formerly
 elected by Richard Burdock & by him againe De-
 clined called Arcadia Neck, bounded on the N. by
 a Cr. & br. called by the Indians Amburrocomico,
 now Gargaphe, on the S. by Arcadia Cr. &c.91

 On 23 February 1664 a Mrs. Anne Toft, who
 had come from England in or about 1660, when
 she was seventeen years of age, received a patent
 for a tract of 1200 acres just north of Colonel
 Scarburgh's tract. Her tract is defined thus in
 her patent:

 At the seaboard side, to the Swd. of a Cr. called
 by the Indians Amburcomico, now Gargaphie, N.
 along the main br. of Kisquotan Cr. to the head of
 the main br. of same called Kirquotancke, now
 Arathusa, & Wly. to the head of Gargaphie Br.92

 About 1663-perhaps a little earlier, perhaps a
 little later-there was born to Mrs. Toft a daughter
 whom she named Arcadia, for whom Colonel Scar-
 burgh stood as godfather. Presumably the little
 girl was so named because of the name that had

 been given to her godfather's estate.93 Mrs. Toft's
 second daughter, the date of whose birth is not
 known, was named Attalanta.

 In view of the tremendous vogue of Sidney's
 Arcadia in the very years in which Colonel Scar-
 burgh had had his English schooling it is clear
 that his use of the name Arcadia must have been
 occasioned by his knowledge of that novel. His
 liking for the name may well have been increased
 by direct knowledge of the Eclogues of Virgil.
 The names Gargaphe (or Gargaphie), Arathusa,
 and Attalanta are also of classic origin. All three
 occur in Ovid's Metamtorphoses; Arethusa occurs
 in Virgil's Eclogues; and Atalanta occurs early in
 the first book of Sidney's Arcadia.

 The name Arcadia is no longer current on the
 Eastern Shore. Arcadia Neck is now called

 91 Nell M. Nugent, Cavaliers and pioneers: abstracts
 of Virginia land patents and grants, 1623-1800, 425,
 Richmond, 1934. The "Cr." stands for "creek" and the
 "br." for "branch."

 92 Ibid. The patent is actually dated "23 Feb. 1663":
 Whitelaw (pp. 1141 and 1150) is presumably correct
 in taking 1663 to be Old Style for 1664.

 93 Whitelaw thinks it presumable that the estate was
 named in honor of the little girl.

 White's Neck; and Arcadia Creek is now called
 Bundick's Creek.94

 It is a most extraordinary coincidence that the
 name Arcadia given by Verrazzano in 1524 to the
 portion of the Accomack peninsula on which he
 had landed should have been given independently,
 a century and a half later, to a tract of land in the
 very same region.

 Augustus Heermans, an energetic, adventurous,
 and ambitious surveyor and draughtsman of Bo-
 hemian birth, rose in New Amsterdam to become
 a prosperous merchant and a leading member of
 the governor's council. In 1659 he was sent on an
 official mission to Maryland; he was much at-
 tracted by the country there; and in 1660 he wrote
 to Lord Baltimore (who was then making grants
 of land and giving hereditary titles), offering

 to make an Exact mapp of the country if his
 Lordship would Please to Grant unto him the
 aboves.d Lands for an Inheritance to his Posterity
 and the Previledge of a Mannor.

 Lord Baltimore promptly accepted the offer, as-
 signing him some five thousand acres, chiefly in
 what is now Cecil County; in 1661 Heermans took
 up his residence there, naming his manor Bohemia
 Manor. In 1666 he was naturalized, being ap-
 parently the first person who received naturaliza-
 tion in any of the North American Colonies.5

 He took the greatest of care in the preparation
 of his map, for which many surveys had to be
 made. His finished drawing was sent in 1670 to
 Lord Baltimore, then in England, and was en-
 thusiastically received and acknowledged. A pas-

 94Whitelaw states that the Creek was referred to
 early in the nineteenth century as Alligator Creek, and
 later as Alicado Creek, and suggests that these two
 names may be corruptions of Arcadia Creek. This
 seems to me very improbable, though Alicado may
 have been a corruption of Alligator. The name Gar-
 gaphe (or Gargaphie) is perpetuated in the names of
 the village of Gargatha and of Gargathy Beach; see
 Whitelaw's Index, under headings beginning Garg-.

 95 On Heermans (whose name is spelled in several
 different ways) and on his map see J. G. Wilson, A
 Maryland manor (= the Maryland Historical Society,
 Fund-Publication No. 30, II), Baltimore, 1890, and
 Augustine Herrman, Bohemian, 1605-1686, in The New
 Jersey Historical Society, Proc., 2d Ser., 11: 23-34, 1890-
 1891; P. L. Phillips, The rare map of Virginia and
 Maryland by Augustine Herrman, First Lord of Bohemia
 Manor, Maryland, Washington, 1911; Covington, art.
 cit. in n. 7, pp. 207-209 and 215-216; Dictionary of
 American Biography, s.v. "Herrman, Augustine"; and
 Whitelaw (see his Index). The Memorandum from
 which the quotations are taken is printed by Wilson
 as an Appendix to his A Maryland manor.
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 FIG. 8. Part of Heermans' map of 1670.

 sage in the Memorandum or Journal of the first
 foundation and seating of Bohemia Mannor and
 Bohemia River Middle neck Adjacent & Ap-
 pendant reads thus:

 Augustine Herman haveing his Mapp finished
 upon his own Cost and Charge no less than to the
 value of about 200 pounds Sterling besides his own
 Labour and Sent into England . . . his Lordship
 Replyed by Lett'. Sept. 3rd & Novr. 12t: That his
 Lordship had Received no small Satisfaction by the
 Rarity of that Mapp and that the Kings Majasty
 his Roy' Highness and all others Commended the
 Exactness of the work. Aplauding it to be the best
 mapp, that was Ever Drawn of any Country what-
 soever. . .

 The map was engraved by William Faithorne, and
 published in 1673 in four sheets, one of which,

 showing the Accomack peninsula, is reproduced
 herewith as figure 8.96

 Heermans and Colonel Scarburgh, men of great
 prominence and great activity living not far apart,
 must have known each other, and it is inherently
 probable that Heermans' studies for his map took
 him to the Colonel's Arcadia. In any case, the
 name Arcadia appears at the appropriate point on
 Heermans' map, covering, however, a territory
 much larger than Colonel Scarburgh's estate could
 have been.97

 96 From the reproduction published with Phillips' The
 rare map... .A facsimile edition of this map was pub-
 lished by the John Carter Brown Library (Providence,
 R. I.) in 1941.

 97 There is also an entry for "Scharburghs Gargaphia."
 The name Arcadia does not appear on any one of the
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 Heermans' map was very closely imitated by
 John Thornton in a map entitled "A Mapp of
 Virginia Mary-Land, New Jarsey, New York &
 New England," made within the period 1674-
 1682, and published in London.98 The name
 Arcadia appears in the same position as on Heer-
 mans' map.

 The name Arcadia, or a mistaken variant
 thereof, appears also, in the same position, on five
 later maps, all derived directly or indirectly from
 that of Heermans: maps of 1696 by Sanson, of
 1725 by Homann (Arcadra), of 1729 by Moll
 (Arcadi), of 1740 by the Homann Heirs (Ar-
 cadi), and of about 1740 by Bowen.

 XXIII. ARCADIA IN CALIFORNIA 99

 Lope de Vega's pastoral novel, Arcadia, written
 about 1590 and first published in 1598, derives its
 title and its general character from the Arcadia of
 Sannazzaro. It was immensely popular, at least
 eighteen editions appearing within the period
 1 598-1675.100

 Jose Bandini, born in Andalusia in 1771, came
 to South America in 1793 and settled in Lima.
 Shortly after 1822 he came to California and
 settled in San Diego. With him he brought his
 son Juan, who had been born in Lima in 1800, and
 became one of the most prominent Californians of
 his time. Jose Maria Estudillo, born in Spain,
 probably in Andalusia, in 1772, came to California
 in 1795. Juan Bandini married Dolores, one of
 the daughters of Jose Estudillo. They named
 their first daughter Arcadia. She and her younger
 sisters were famous for their beauty. She mar-
 ried, first, Abel Stearns, a wealthy Californian,
 who in her honor gave the name Arcadia to a busi-
 ness block that he built in Los Angeles in 1858.
 After his death in the 1870's she married Robert

 six earlier maps of this region known to me: John
 Smith's map of 1608; maps by Blaew and by Hondius,
 and the map that illustrates A relation of Maryland,
 together with a map of the countrey, all of 1635; a
 map by Schenk and Valk of about 1645; and Dudley's
 map of 1647.

 98 Reproduced in Stokes, 2: pl. 56, and discussed on
 p. 158.

 99 The name California is itself derived from a
 Renaissance novel, the Spanish Las sergas de Esplandian,
 in which a mythical country is so named: this novel,
 probably the work of Garci Rodriguez de Montaldo, was
 written before 1504 as a continuation of Amadis de Gaula.
 See Ruth Putnam, California: the name, in Univ. of
 Calif. Publ. in History 4 (4): 293-365, 1917.

 100Catalogo de la exposici6n bibliografica de Lope de
 Vega, 179-181, Madrid, 1935.

 S. Baker: she was then known as Dofia Arcadia de
 Baker.101

 No information as to the reason why Juan and
 Dolores Bandini gave the name Arcadia to their
 daughter has been preserved. It seems improb-
 able, however, that they should have given her this
 name merely on the basis of the general classical
 tradition, and quite possible that they should have
 given it to her either as a result of fondness for
 Lope's Arcadia or as a result of a traditional use
 of the name due ultimately to the popularity of
 Lope's novel.

 The city of Arcadia, not far from Los Angeles,
 was plotted and named about 1888 by Herman A.
 Unruh. The reason why he so named it is not
 known. Gudde attributes the choice of the name
 to the general classical tradition. Hanna sug-
 gests that it may have been named in honor of
 Dofia Arcadia de Baker.

 XXIV. ACADIE AND ACADIA IN
 AMERICA TODAY

 There are today in Nova Scotia and elsewhere
 in Canada upwards of two hundred thousand per-
 sons of Acadian descent.'02 To many of them
 their homeland is still Acadie or Acadia. In Nova
 Scotia the name Acadia itself remains in the place
 name Acadia Mines-in the very region as to
 which Champlain received a report in 1603; in
 the name of Acadia University in Wolfville; 103 and
 doubtless in the names of various organizations.
 There is an Acadian Museum in Grand Pre.
 Reference has already been made (in Section
 XXI) to the village of L'Acadie and to the ad-
 joining parish sometimes called La Petite-Acadie
 in St. John's County, Quebec. Far to the west,
 in the province of Alberta, a village bears the name
 of Acadia Valley.

 An organization called "United States Aca-
 dians" is especially strong in Maine, Massa-
 chusetts, and Louisiana. Reference has already
 been made (in Section XXI) to the Acadians of
 Madawaska. On Mount Desert Island (which
 was so named by Champlain) the great reserva-

 101 H. H. Bancroft, History of California 2: 541-542
 and 709-710, San Francisco, 1885; E. G. Gudde, Cali-
 fornia place names, 13, Berkeley, 1949; and P. T. Hanna,
 The Dictionary of California land names, 15, Los Angeles,
 1951. I owe the two latter references to the kindness
 of Mr. J. deT. Abajian, Director of the California His-
 torical Society.

 102 Doughty, 159-161.

 103 Founded in 1838 as Queen's College; its name
 was changed in 1841 to Acadia College and in 1891 to
 Acadia University.
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 tion which was officially created in 1916 as the
 Sieur de Monts National Monument and made a
 National Park in 1918, under the name Lafayette
 National Park, was renamed Acadia National
 Park in 1928.104 In Boston and in New York,
 and doubtless in other cities, Acadia occurs as the
 first element of certain trade names. Reference
 has already been made (in Section XX) to sur-
 vivals of the name Acadie in Louisiana.

 XXV. ARCADIA IN AMERICA TODAY

 The name Arcadia in its original form is borne
 today by the city of Arcadia in California, as
 noted above, by the city of Arcadia in Florida,
 and by townships, towns, villages, or rural areas
 in the States of Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, In-
 diana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Mis-
 souri, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South
 Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, and
 Wisconsin.'05

 The exact or approximate dates of the naming
 of these places (in a few cases even the approxi-
 mate dates are not known) range from 1846 (Ten-
 nessee) to 1908 (Utah); nine-those in Illinois,
 Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, and
 Wisconsin, and two of those in Michigan-were
 so named before 1862.

 The few cases in which there is some record or
 tradition as to the reason for the choice of the
 name are as follows.

 Iowa: "Old neighbors say that he [the founder]
 was struck with the beauty of the location."

 Missouri: "Named for a Greek grazing country,
 which has furnished the word 'Arcadian' for the
 poets."

 Nebraska: "She [the founder] understood the
 meaning of 'Arcadia' to be 'the feast of flowers.'
 At that time the valley was filled with beautiful
 wild roses in bloom, which made the name seem
 appropriate to her."

 Oregon: "Named for the pastoral area of
 Greece . . . the promoters selected the name Ar-
 cadia in the expectation that life on the project
 would be ideal."

 South Carolina: "So named because the sur-
 rounding scenery suggested the classical Arcadia."

 104 G. B. Dorr, Acadia National Park, Bangor, 1942.
 105 My information with regard to the founding and

 the naming of these cities and villages has been obtained
 almost entirely through correspondence with officers of
 the Historical Societies of the several states concerned
 -many of whom, in their answers, have quoted local
 publications that are not accessible to me. I am very
 grateful for their cooperation, and for that of certain
 postmasters and other correspondents.

 Tennessee: named by Thomas Fain, "because
 the place was so serene and peaceful, lying in the
 beautiful Reedy Creek Valley between ridges."

 Texas: "Named for Arcadia, Louisiana."
 Utah: "So called because of its isolation and

 the high bluffs surrounding the town."
 Wisconsin: "Suggested . . . for the real and

 fancied resemblance of the valley to the state of
 Arcadia in ancient Greece, the inhabitants of which
 enjoyed a peaceful and happy life."

 The state in which the name has had the most
 remarkable fortune is Michigan. In 1830 a town-
 ship named Arcadia was organized in Kalamazoo
 County; in 1835, however, its name was changed
 to Kalamazoo. In 1855 a township named Ar-
 cada was organized in Gratiol County, and in 1856
 a township named Arcadia, also spelled Arcada,
 was organized in Lapeer County. In 1870 a
 township named Arcadia was organized in Manis-
 tee County, and a village of the same name was
 established there in the same year. At some time
 prior to 1899 a village named Arcadia Mine was
 established in Houghton County; in 1904, how-
 ever, its name was changed to Franklin Mine. In
 1899 a village named Arcadia Mine was estab-
 lished in Keweenaw County.

 The story of the founding of the Kansan Ar-
 cadia is told thus in the Arcadia Reporter of 28
 December 1878:

 Among those who first set foot in this part of
 the valley we might mention Philip Hathaway . . .
 and others. They conceived the idea of starting a
 town and establishing civilization, which movement
 was readily perfected and agreed upon. They met
 in a little log store room one night as if in secret
 conclave, and there different suggestions were made
 as to what name they should give the great Eureka
 they had found. It was finally agreed upon to call
 it "Arcadia" . . . [no reason is given] and it was
 sanctioned by all present. These old settlers or
 pioneers as you may term them felt proud and
 rolled up their sleeves to commence the building of
 a great city.

 It may be noted that none of the states in which
 the name appears are among the original English
 colonies (with the exception of South Carolina,
 in which the village of Arcadia was so named
 only in 1902). The multiple use of the name
 seems to be an American phenomenon, largely or
 entirely independent of English influence. The
 period in which the earlier American Arcadias
 were so named was one in which the classics en-
 joyed a considerable vogue; presumably the choice
 of the name, at least in the earliest cases, was due
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 to a more or less definite memory of the Eclogues
 of Virgil. Those poems do not represent Arcadia
 as a place notable for its beauty, but they do repre-
 sent it as being an attractive place; the modifica-
 tion of the tradition was perhaps due to the de-
 velopment of modem sensitiveness to landscape
 beauty.

 The name Arcadia has found various other uses
 in the United States-as the name, for instance,
 of a bird refuge in Massachusetts, of a ballroom on
 Broadway, of a student governing body in a uni-
 versity in Pennsylvania, and of a country club in
 Missouri. In Boston and in New York, and
 doubtless in other cities, the noun Arcadia and the
 adjective Arcadian occur as the first elements of
 certain trade names.

 In Nova Scotia-the original Acadia-the name
 Arcadia (with the r) was given on 27 January
 1863 to a village previously called Upper Che-
 bogue. The name Arcadia was chosen because a
 brig named Arcadia had been built there by Bart-
 lett Gardner in 1817.106

 As far as I am aware, the only place in South
 America that bears the name Arcadia is in Ar-
 gentina, in the Province of Tucum'an. The Ar-
 gentine Arcadia, which is in the Department of
 Chicligasta, is a beautiful place, near the moun-
 tains, and near the city of Concepcion. It takes its
 name from an old ranch, located there, which was
 owned by General Alejandro Heredia, governor
 of the Province of Tucum'an from 1832 to 1838
 (when he was assassinated). General Heredia,

 106 I owe this information to the kindness of C. B.
 Fergusson, Assistant Archivist in the Public Archives
 of Nova Scotia.

 who held the doctorate in utroque jure from the
 University of Cordoba (Argentina), was a great
 reader, and very fond of the Greek and Latin
 classics. It was undoubtedly this fondness that
 made him familiar with the classic Arcadian tradi-
 tion and led him to give the name of Arcadia to
 his ranch.107

 XXVI. SUMMARY

 All of the various forms of the name Arcadia
 that have been reported in Sections III-XXII of
 the present study-Arcadia, l'Arcadia, Larcadia,
 Archadia, Arcadra, Arcadi, Cadie, la Cadie, Cadi,
 Lacadie, Acadie, l'Acadie, l'Acadye, Lacadye, Ac-
 cadie, Acadi, La Cadia, L'Cadia, Acady, Laccady,
 Acadia, Accadia, and Accada-as well as the adjec-
 tives Acadien, Acadian, Accadian, Cadien, Cayen,
 and Cajun, which are often used as substantives
 -are thus derived from the name of Sannazzaro's
 novel; and all of them come from Sannazzaro
 through Verrazzano and Gastaldi, except that
 Arcadra and Arcadi, and Arcadia as used on the
 Eastern Shore of Virginia and on maps based on
 that usage, come from Sannazzaro through Sir
 Philip Sidney.

 It is possible that use of the name Arcadia
 in California may have come from Sannazzaro
 through Lope de Vega.

 The name Arcadia as used in other states, in
 Nova Scotia, and in Argentina is presumably de-
 rived from a tradition that was itself based on the
 Eclogues of Virgil.

 107 I owe this information to the great kindness of
 Professor Manuel Lizondo Borda of the University of
 Tucuman, author of the Historia de Tucuman.
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